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a b s t r a c t

Developing a stand-alone context-aware application is costly and time-consuming due to the diversity
and complexity of the requirements. Context-as-a-Service (CaaS) seeks to overcome the issues by
following the idea of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The CaaS delivery model attempts to separate
context service consumers from context service providers. However, CaaS shifts the complexities of
context service provisioning and management from consumers toward providers. Considering the
merits of Model-Driven Development (MDD) in coping with the complexities of problems in different
domains, we leverage MDD in the CaaS domain and propose the CaaSSET framework to ease the
development of context services. A prerequisite for realizing this aim is to specify the CaaS domain
as a meta-model. Our CaaSSET framework consists of a CaaS reference model, a context service meta-
model, a graphical modeling tool, a code generation tool, and a context service management tool. Using
CaaSSET, the context services are modeled in a graphical environment and transformed into executable
context web services (semi-) automatically. To evaluate the applicability of the CaaSSET framework,
we have modeled and developed a tourism context service as a case study. We have also compared
the framework with the related work based on 44 evaluation criteria, which we have extracted from
14 context service requirements.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, pervasive computing has received more attention2

due to the emergence of various portable devices, such as note-3

books and smartphones [1]. Pervasive computing aims to reach4

the idea of ‘‘anytime, anywhere, anyone’’ computing [2] by hid-5

ing computing devices and equipment in the background and6

separating them from the user tasks [1,2]. A fundamental re-7

quirement of pervasive computing is context-awareness [3,4]. A8

context-aware application ‘‘adapts its behavior depending on the9

context’’ [4] In general, ‘‘context’’ describes the conditions and10

circumstances of an entity [4]. In this paper, we define the context11

as ‘‘any information that can be used to characterize the situation12

of an entity’’ [5].13

Despite the prevalent need for context-aware applications, the14

design and implementation of such applications are still com-15

plex and challenging [6]. Reichle et al. [6] explain the reasons16

behind this complexity. They emphasize that in addition to the17

general requirements that any software product should satisfy18

(e.g., platform independence, scalability, security, and privacy),19
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six high-level requirements should be considered for developing 20

a context-aware application [7]: 21

• Rq1: Considering intrinsic characteristics of context 22

attributes such as incompleteness, ambiguity, uncertainty, 23

and temporal nature 24

• Rq2: Considering special requirements of pervasive com- 25

puting environments, such as distributed context sources, 26

mobility, heterogeneity of context sources, and resource- 27

constrained devices 28

• Rq3: Supporting machine-interpretable representation of 29

contexts and allowing automatic context reasoning 30

• Rq4: Supporting context sharing and context partitioning/ 31

merging 32

• Rq5: Supporting the evolution and extensibility of the con- 33

text model 34

• Rq6: Supporting ease of development by leveraging rapid 35

development approaches 36

The complexity and variety of these requirements [7–9] in ad- 37

dition to the limitations in the resources of mobile devices on 38

which context-aware applications run [6,8] provide substantial 39

challenges to the development of stand-alone context-aware ap- 40

plications. To mitigate these challenges, researchers have pro- 41

posed the idea of delivering Context-as-a-Service (CaaS) [9–12]. 42
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CaaS follows the philosophy of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [10]1

and seeks to separate context service providers from context2

service consumers. By exposing context as a web service, the3

contextual data and information can be shared between various4

heterogeneous applications and may be reused by consumers. In5

other words, CaaS can enhance the extensibility of context-aware6

applications [11].7

The CaaS delivery model enables developers to focus on build-8

ing the main functionalities of their context-aware applications,9

without dealing with the complexity of context service provi-10

sioning and management [11]. In fact, this complexity is shifted11

from consumers toward the CaaS platform. The complexity of12

context providers is also managed by the CaaS platform, since the13

providers are abstracted by context services [10].14

The CaaS platform is a context management middleware that15

lies between the providers and consumers of context services [13]16

and facilitates publishing, discovering, monitoring, and main-17

taining contextual data and information [14]. Fortunately, there18

exist various studies that have focused on the CaaS platforms19

and have proposed standards, reference models, and software20

platforms in this area [1,12,13,15–17]. These efforts have led to21

the relative maturity of the CaaS platforms. However, as it will be22

explained in Sections 3.2 and 5, most of the current approaches,23

such as NGSI [15], NGSI-LD [17], or CSDL [13], were designed24

for IoT environments in which a context service is limited to the25

context element concept. This simple definition of context service26

is not enough to model and develop complex context services,27

which deal with a combination of key concepts such as context-28

aware objects, high-level contexts, context elements, and context29

sources. Hence, modeling or developing such complex context30

services is still an open issue.31

To address the challenges of developing context services, we32

can take several approaches, one of which is leveraging Model-33

Driven Development (MDD), as argued by Chabridon et al. [7]. In34

this paper, we adopt an MDD approach for developing context35

services in the CaaS domain by which the context services can36

be modeled graphically and transformed into executable context37

services (semi-) automatically.38

Using models has been a common approach to better under-39

stand complex problems and solutions. Before the emergence of40

MDD, models were predominantly used for documentation pur-41

poses [18]. However, the model-driven approach has changed this42

situation by considering models as first-class citizens [19,20]. The43

model-driven approach enables developers to model the problem44

domain instead of writing a program for it [18]. The low-level45

code is subsequently generated (semi-) automatically using the46

MDD transformation techniques [19].47

To develop a model-driven framework, we require a meta-48

model, which is equipped with a set of modeling tools and model49

transformations tools [14,19]. A meta-model is a description that50

defines the modeling elements (concepts, relationships, features,51

and constraints) of the problem domain without specifying its52

layout and notation [21]. Since Rq1 to Rq6 have not elaborated53

on the modeling elements of a context-service meta-model, we54

conducted domain analysis to identify the modeling elements55

of a context service meta-model and the framework tooling as-56

pects required for model-driven development of context services.57

As a result of the domain analysis, we identified 14 require-58

ments, which we call context service requirements. The first ten59

requirements, called meta-model requirements, are directly ful-60

filled by the context service meta-model. They include modeling61

key concepts (i.e., context-aware objects, high-level contexts and62

situations, context elements, and context sources) together with63

their associated features and relationships (including context at-64

tributes, updating configuration, meta-data tags, context sharing,65

and pull/push associations). The last four requirements, called66

framework requirements, refer to the general requirements and 67

tooling aspects that should be fulfilled by the supporting tools of 68

a model-driven framework in the CaaS domain. In what follows, 69

we briefly review how the framework requirements are fulfilled. 70

Ease of development can be satisfied by a set of MDD tools, in- 71

cluding a graphical modeling tool and a code generation tool [7]. 72

Extensibility and evolution can also be satisfied by an extensible 73

meta-model together with a context service management tool, 74

which prepares the infrastructure to host and manage context 75

services and share contextual data and information as a web 76

service [11]. Context caching and context history are supported 77

by considering a context repository module along with the con- 78

text service management tool. Domain-specific standards and 79

automatic context reasoning can be supported by defining an 80

ontology model and linking it to the context service meta-model. 81

As it will be described in Sections 3.2 and 6, several studies 82

have proposed meta-models to cope with the complexity of mod- 83

eling and developing context-aware applications [6,22–27] or 84

context-aware services [28–33]. Besides, there exist a few stud- 85

ies [3,12,13,15,17] that have developed CaaS platforms or have 86

proposed architectures and information models to outline the 87

dimensions of CaaS platforms. Our investigations indicate that the 88

current approaches cannot adequately meet the 14 context service 89

requirements. In other words, to the best of our knowledge, a com- 90

prehensive research study is not available on the model-driven 91

development of complex context services, which deal with a com- 92

bination of interrelated key concepts (i.e., context-aware objects, 93

high-level contexts, context elements, and context sources). 94

The main contribution of this work is to develop a new frame- 95

work in the CaaS domain for the model-driven development 96

of complex context services with respect to the context service 97

requirements. We call this framework CaaSSET, which stands for 98

Context as a Service Set of Engineering Tools. CaaSSET is based 99

on well-established design principles of software engineering, 100

i.e., separation of concerns, reusability, and extensibility. 101

The proposed CaaSSET framework comprises five parts as fol- 102

lows: 103

1. The CaaSSET reference model, which illustrates the archi- 104

tectural layers, components, and relationships required for 105

context service provisioning and management. 106

2. The CaaSSET meta-model, which illustrates key concepts, 107

features, and relationships required for modeling a context 108

service. 109

3. The CaaSSET graphical modeling tool, which facilitates 110

modeling context services and prevents designing invalid 111

context service models, which do not adhere to the meta- 112

model. 113

4. The CaaSSET code generation tool, which transforms con- 114

text service models into executable context services. 115

5. The CaaSSET context service management tool is a 116

lightweight CaaS platform that hosts and manages the 117

context services and allows sharing the context services 118

using web-based REST APIs. 119

To evaluate the applicability of the CaaSSET framework and to 120

show the merits of this framework in supporting context service 121

requirements, we conducted a case study in which a tourism 122

context service (TourismCS) is modeled and developed. We also 123

compared CaaSSET with the most related existing work based on 124

44 evaluation criteria. We extracted these criteria from 14 context 125

service requirements. The criteria are intended to provide a princi- 126

pled way for comparison. The results of the comparison showed 127

that the CaaSSET framework supports all the context service re- 128

quirements, except the ontology model. Note that supporting the 129

ontology model may increase the complexity of context service 130

modeling or development [4], which is inconsistent with the ease 131
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of development requirement, and this stands as the cornerstone1

of our proposed framework.2

As it will be explained in Section 3.3.3, this paper mainly3

focuses on the context modeling stage of the context life cy-4

cle [34] at the context service provider layer. However, the re-5

maining functionalities of the CaaS platforms, such as dynamic6

context discovery matching, handling complex context queries,7

and exchanging context information that are mainly related to8

the context broker layer, are not within our research scope.9

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce10

the tourism motivation example. In Section 3, we first review11

the research background. We then present our terminology, big12

picture, and the research scope. Next, we conduct a domain13

analysis to identify and present the list of context service re-14

quirements. In Section 4, we explain the research contributions15

to meet the identified requirements. In Section 5, we report16

the results of evaluations on the applicability of the CaaSSET17

framework by modeling and the development of TourismCS as18

a case study. In Section 6, we investigate the related work and19

compare the CaaSSET framework with some existing approaches.20

Finally, in Section 7, we summarize the research contributions21

and set directions for future works.22

2. Motivation example23

To better understand the key concepts, relationships, and fea-24

tures required for modeling a context service, this section in-25

troduces a motivation example, called TourismCS. This example26

considers a wide range of context service requirements, which will27

be described in Section 3.5. In Section 5, we will use TourismCS28

as a case study, i.e., it will be modeled and transformed into an29

executable context web service, which can be reused by con-30

text service consumers. Different kinds of tourism web services31

and context-aware applications in the tourism industry are the32

direct consumers of the TourismCS web service. The end-users33

(e.g., tourists, tour leaders, or travel agencies) do not deal with34

context services directly because they prefer graphical user inter-35

faces. In fact, graphical user interfaces are prepared for end-users36

by the context-aware applications. Hence, the end-users are the37

indirect consumers of the TourismCS web service.38

In this example, the key modeling elements that should be39

taken into account when designing the TourismCS model are40

written in italics. The TourismCS model will be depicted in Fig. 11.41

The motivation example is elaborated below.42

TourismCS implements the contextual data and information43

related to two context-aware objects (entities), including the44

tourist entity and the environment entity. In what follows, first,45

the context elements (low-level context data) and the context46

sources of TourismCS are introduced. Afterward, high-level con-47

texts (context information) and their associated context-aware48

objects are described.49

Current date time is a context element that stores the current50

date and time. It is updated periodically, i.e., every second. Current51

date time contains the six integer attributes of year, month, day,52

hour, minute, and second. The value of each attribute is limited53

to a numerical range, i.e., the min and max values. Current date54

time obtains its values from a context source located in the server,55

called the server clock sensor.56

There exist two context elements that are related to GPS:57

GPS location and GPS configuration. GPS location, which stores the58

longitude and latitude of the current location, is volatile and59

changes every second. GPS location contains two float attributes,60

i.e., longitude and latitude. The GPS location receives its values61

from a context source, located in the tourist smartphone, called62

the device GPS sensor. Besides, device configuration designates63

whether the GPS sensor, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi are on or off. This64

context element contains three Boolean attributes, i.e., GPS_On, 65

Bluetooth_On, and WiFi_On. Device configuration is updated in- 66

stantly upon the tourist ’s request. Its values are received from 67

a context source located in the tourist smartphone, called device 68

profile. This profiled source stores the configurations of the GPS 69

sensor, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi. 70

There exist three weather-related context elements, i.e., 71

weather temperature, weather humidity, and the weather forecast, 72

which are volatile and are updated periodically at every 300 s. 73

Both weather temperature and weather humidity contain an in- 74

teger attribute whose values are limited to a numerical range. 75

Weather forecast also contains an attribute whose values are lim- 76

ited to an enumeration containing five literals, i.e., sunny, cloudy, 77

rainy, snowy, and stormy. To calculate the values of weather 78

forecast is more complex than those of weather temperature or 79

weather humidity. However, these three weather-related context 80

elements receive their values from a shared remote web service, 81

called weather web service. Hence, TourismCS is not concerned 82

with the problem of how the weather web service calculates the 83

values of a simple context element (e.g., weather humidity) or a 84

complex context element (e.g., weather forecast). 85

After introducing the context elements of TourismCS, we 86

present a review of high-level contexts and context-aware objects 87

of TourismCS. The values of the following high-level contexts are 88

extracted based on the values received from the previous context 89

elements. 90

Times of day is an atomic derived context that determines the 91

timing situation of the environment entity. Times of day contains 92

an attribute whose values are limited to an enumeration contain- 93

ing six literals, i.e., morning, noon, afternoon, evening, night, and 94

midnight. The value of times of day can be obtained by applying 95

some derivation rules to three context elements, i.e., GPS location, 96

GPS configuration, and date time. This high-level context updates 97

its value upon the tourist’s request. 98

Current city is an atomic derived context that determines in 99

which city the tourist entity is located. Current city contains an 100

attribute whose values are limited to an enumeration containing 101

city names, e.g., London, Liverpool, Manchester, and Newcastle. 102

The value of current city is derived from analyzing the last value 103

of the GPS location context element. Current city updates its value 104

upon the tourist’s request, but it does not change periodically. 105

Motion status is an atomic derived context that indicates 106

whether the tourist entity is moving or not. Motion status is de- 107

rived from analyzing the history of the GPS location in a particular 108

period. This high-level context contains a Boolean attribute whose 109

values are limited to true or false. When the value of the GPS 110

location context element is updated, the motion status is likely 111

to change. Therefore, any change in the GPS location should be 112

pushed to the motion status context to check whether the tourist 113

is moving or not. 114

As implied from the three contexts above, the GPS location 115

context element is shared between three high-level contexts, 116

i.e., current city, motion status, and times of day. 117

Outdoor weather is an atomic derived context that determines 118

the weather situation of the environment entity. It designates 119

whether the weather is appropriate for an outdoor tour or not. 120

This high-level context contains a Boolean attribute whose values 121

are limited to true or false. This aggregated derived context is 122

calculated by applying derivation rules to three weather-related 123

context elements, i.e., weather temperature, weather humidity, and 124

weather forecast. Outdoor weather is updated when it receives a 125

request from the tourist or other high-level contexts, e.g., outdoor 126

tour time. 127

Before going an outdoor tour, the tourist should know whether 128

it is an appropriate time to go an outdoor walking tour or not. 129

Outdoor tour time is an environmental aggregated derived context 130
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that helps the tourist to answer the above question. Obviously,1

this situation is associated with both entities, i.e., tourist and2

environment. This high-level context contains a Boolean attribute3

whose values are limited to true or false. The value of this situa-4

tion can be found by applying some derivation rules to two other5

contexts, i.e., outdoor weather and times of day. This aggregated6

derived context updates its value upon the tourist ’s request, but7

it does not change periodically.8

It is worth mentioning that outdoor weather and times of day9

are atomic derived contexts that are reused by an aggregated10

derived context, i.e., outdoor tour time.11

The value of derived contexts (e.g., outdoor weather) are ob-12

tained by applying several derivation rules to the values of under-13

lying high-level contexts or context elements. For example, the14

following derivation expression designates the value of outdoor15

weather context:16

‘‘If the weather degree is greater than 20 and less than 30,17

humidity is less than 60 percent, and the weather forecast is not18

stormy, then the weather is appropriate for an outdoor tour’’.19

Each of the above-mentioned high-level contexts, context ele-20

ments, or context sources have their individual accuracy and cost.21

Hence, it is necessary to specify the accuracy and computational22

cost for each one.23

3. Research overview24

Given that various researchers have defined the key concepts25

of context-aware applications in different ways, there exist am-26

biguous concepts in the pervasive computing domain. Hence, the27

main focus of this section is to reduce the ambiguities and explore28

what is what. To this end, this section reviews the research back-29

ground, investigates various concepts, presents our terminology30

and definitions, and determines the boundaries of this research.31

We also conduct a domain analysis to identify and present a list32

of context service requirements.33

In Section 3.1, we first review the main concepts of the MDD34

approach, including abstraction, model, meta-model, MDD, and35

modeling tool. In Section 3.2, we review the CaaS research back-36

ground by introducing a number of CaaS platforms along with37

their definition of the CaaS concepts. In Section 3.3, we present38

our terminology of some CaaS concepts (i.e., context service,39

context source, context provider, and context service provider).40

Besides, we illustrate our big picture of a CaaS platform and41

determine the research scope from two different perspectives. In42

Section 3.4, we conduct a domain analysis (including 13 subsec-43

tions), which review the modeling elements (i.e., key concepts,44

relationships, and features) and the framework requirements that45

should be considered for model-driven development of context46

services. Finally, in Section 3.5, 14 context service requirements are47

presented, and their mapping with Rq1 to Rq6 are described.48

3.1. The MDD concepts49

Abstraction can be defined as ‘‘the process of reducing the50

information content of a concept to retain only information which51

is relevant for a particular purpose’’ [35]. In software engineering,52

abstraction is a well-known method to cope with complexity [19,53

20]. MDD applies a higher level of abstraction in software de-54

velopment by considering models as first-class citizens. In MDD,55

we require a meta-model, necessarily equipped with a model-56

ing tool, which enforces model validation, and a set of model57

transformation tools that (semi-) automate code generation [19,58

20].59

Research activities in the industry revealed that applying MDD60

enhances the efficiency and productivity of the development61

process [36–38]. MDD is also an accepted approach in the area62

of pervasive systems to cope with the complexity of developing 63

context-aware applications [27,29,39]. 64

It is worth mentioning that models can be described in four 65

abstraction layers, i.e., M0 to M3 [19]. The M0 layer (abstraction 66

level 0) is the real-world system at run-time, without any abstrac- 67

tion (e.g., the Titanic video at run-time). The M1 layer (abstraction 68

level 1) represents an abstract model of the system at design time 69

(e.g., the Video concept in the UML class diagram. Note that the 70

Titanic video is an instance of the Video concept). This model 71

itself conforms to a meta-model defined at the M2 layer (e.g., the 72

Class concept in the UML class diagram. Note that the Video 73

concept is an instance of the Class concept). The meta-model itself 74

conforms to the meta-meta-model at the M3 layer [19], which is 75

beyond the discussion of this paper. 76

MDD follows the philosophy of ‘‘everything is a model’’ [19]. A 77

model is considered as ‘‘a simplified abstract view of the complex 78

reality’’ [40]. The first prerequisite for the development of a 79

model-driven framework is to define the key concepts and rela- 80

tionships of the problem domain as a meta-model [14]. A meta- 81

model is a model or a representation of a modeling language in 82

a problem domain [41]. A meta-model is a description (abstract 83

syntax) that defines the modeling elements (concepts, relation- 84

ships, features, and constraints) of a Domain-Specific Language 85

(DSL) without specifying its layout and notation [21]. 86

In addition to the definition of an abstract syntax for a DSL, 87

the layout and notation of the DSL should be defined, which is 88

called the concrete syntax of the language. The concrete syntax is 89

defined by a modeling tool and refers to the textual or graphical 90

elements that are used to render the model elements in the 91

modeling editor [19]. Many people assume that modeling tools 92

and drawing tools are equal, but this is far from reality. Only some 93

tools, called graphical modeling tools, support both modeling and 94

drawing features. There exist textual modeling tools (e.g., Tex- 95

tUML) that do not support graphical drawing. Such modeling 96

tools use a textual concrete syntax to describe models. Similarly, 97

many drawing tools are not modeling tools. A drawing tool is 98

a modeling tool only if it can ‘‘understand’’ the drawings. This 99

understanding should be enough to support model validation, 100

i.e., the drawn model be a correct instance of its meta-model [19]. 101

Therefore, it can be concluded that a graphical modeling tool 102

is a modeling editor that facilitates drawing valid models and 103

prevents from designing invalid models that do not adhere to the 104

meta-model. 105

In MDD, modeling tools enable designers to draw or describe 106

a model based on a meta-model. Such a designed model is subse- 107

quently transformed into low-level code (semi-) automatically by 108

using model transformation tools [19]. In MDD, it is crucial to ap- 109

ply model transformation tools along with modeling tools [19]. To 110

use Sendall and Kozaczynski’s [42] terms, model transformations 111

are the heart and the soul of the model-driven approach. 112

3.2. The context-as-a-service research background 113

Developing a stand-alone context-aware application, i.e., an 114

application that handles all the context-related aspects by itself, is 115

a costly, time-consuming, and sophisticated process [7–9]. Hence, 116

the idea of the CaaS delivery model has been proposed, which 117

enables developers to focus on their application functionality 118

rather than implementing the context management components 119

from scratch [11]. CaaS provides a platform on which application 120

developers can found their context-aware applications [11]. 121

There exist numerous studies that have proposed platforms 122

and architectures to facilitate delivering context as a service. 123

For example, NGSI [15], which is the main interface of the FI- 124

WARE project [43], is one of the most advanced context man- 125

agement platforms in terms of market penetration and contin- 126

uous development [13]. FIWARE facilitates context management 127
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using a set of supporting tools, REST APIs, and a context bro-1

ker, namely ORION. NGSI provides access to the available con-2

text data in terms of pull (context query) and push (context3

subscription/notification) [15].4

Similarly, NGSI-LD [17], which has been recently developed5

based on NGSI [13], is a standard that is supported by the Eu-6

ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). NGSI-LD7

acts as a clearing-house (exchange center) for publishing, dis-8

covering, monitoring, and maintaining context data for smart9

applications [14].10

Hassani et al. [13] presented the Context Definition and Query11

Language (CDQL), which is being considered by the ETSI CIM12

group as complementary to NGSI-LD. CDQL is one of the primary13

building blocks of the CoaaS platform [13,16]. The big picture of14

the CoaaS platform [16], which is illustrated in Fig. 1, depicts15

the architectural layers involved in the CaaS delivery model. The16

CoaaS platform is divided into three main layers, namely, context17

providers, context consumers, and the context broker.18

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the context broker is an intermediate19

layer that facilitates context exchange between context providers20

and context consumers. The context consumer layer refers to any21

device or system that requires contextual information [13]. As22

implied from Fig. 1 and argued by Hassani et al. [16], a context23

provider is a device or system that can provide one or more24

context services. Hassani et al. [13] define the context service as25

‘‘an interface that provides context about a particular entity’’ [16].26

This definition of context service, which is designed according27

to the requirements of IoT environments, corresponds with the28

definition presented by NGSI [15]. In NGSI, the two concepts of29

context-aware object (entity) and context element are often used30

interchangeably [15]. In fact, the information model of NGSI and31

NGSI-LD have merged these two concepts. NGSI assumes its infor-32

mation model to be structured as entities (or context elements),33

which contain a set of context attributes [15]. Similarly, NGSI-34

LD [17] assumes its information model to be organized as a set of35

entities, relationships, and properties. Each entity or relationship36

consists of zero or more properties. Entities can also be associated37

using relationships. Given these definitions of the entity concept,38

we can conclude that the entity concept in the meta-model of39

NGSI [15] and NGSI-LD [17] is equivalent to the ‘‘context element’’40

concept in our terminology, i.e., a set of context attributes that41

deal with low-level context data. Hence, the meta-model of these42

approaches is limited to the low-level context data and cannot43

explicitly distinguish between high-level contexts and situations,44

context elements, context-aware objects, and context sources.45

Hassani et al. [13] have noted this weakness. They note NGSI46

and NGSI-LD do not consider high-level contexts and situations.47

Hassani et al. [13] also emphasize that each context query may48

deal with more than one entity [13]. However, the NGSI meta-49

model supports only one entity per context query [13] that50

suppresses the flexibility, expressivity, and the performance of51

queries [13]. To overcome this challenge, Hassani et al. [13]52

proposed the CDQL language, which can describe aggregation53

and situation functions and supports extracting the value of a54

high-level context or situation by querying one or more context55

services. To reach this objective, Hassani et al. [16] proposed56

a sophisticated CaaS platform, which contains a context query57

engine, as well as a reasoning engine, a context storage system, a58

security manager, and a communication manager. To extract the59

value of a situation or high-level context from multiple context60

services, the context query engine is responsible for parsing the61

incoming context queries, breaking them into multiple context62

requests (to match the existing context services), generating and63

orchestrating the query execution plan, and generating the final64

query results [13].65

The CDQL language proposed by Hassani et al. [13] is a potent 66

and flexible query language, especially for defining the aggrega- 67

tion and situation functions, as well as querying and extracting 68

the values of high-level contexts and situations from underlying 69

context services. Despite all these benefits, CDQL does not deal 70

with the details of the data structures of underlying context 71

services. However, modeling the data structures of underlying 72

context services is the main subject of our study. 73

CDQL uses a complementary modeling approach, called CSDL, 74

to describe the data structures of underlying context services [13]. 75

Unlike CDQL that complements and extends NGSI and NGSI-LD, 76

CSDL has adapted itself with the definition of context service pre- 77

sented in NGSI and NGSI-LD [13]. CSDL [13] assumes that context 78

services are described as entities comprising several contextual 79

characteristics and context attributes. Hence, if we model a con- 80

text service with CSDL, the context service model is limited to 81

the entity concept, which is equivalent to the ‘‘context element’’ 82

concept in our terminology. 83

The discussion above reveals that if we design a context ser- 84

vice model using the meta-model of NGSI [15], NGSI-LD [17], or 85

CSDL [13], the designed model will be limited to the low-level 86

context data. Limiting a context service model to the context el- 87

ements (i.e., low-level context data), may meet the requirements 88

of IoT environments. However, it is not enough to model complex 89

context services, which deal with a combination of high-level 90

contexts, context elements, context-aware objects, and context 91

sources, along with their associated relationships and features. 92

3.3. Our terminology, big picture, and research scope 93

In Section 3.2, we reviewed the CaaS research background 94

by introducing the CoaaS big picture [16] and investigating the 95

limitations of some current approaches in the CaaS domain for 96

modeling complex context services. In this section, we present 97

our terminology and illustrate our big picture of a CaaS platform, 98

as compared with the CoaaS big picture [16]. Finally, we define 99

the research scope from two different perspectives. 100

3.3.1. Terminology 101

Context service: As explained in Section 3.2, the current ap- 102

proaches limit the context service model to the low-level context 103

data; however, this definition of a context service is not enough 104

for modeling and developing complex context services. To over- 105

come the limitations of the current approaches, we expanded 106

the scope of the context service such that it can consider all 107

the key concepts of a context service (i.e., high-level contexts, 108

context elements, context-aware objects, and context sources) 109

and their associated relationships and features. In our terminol- 110

ogy, a context service is defined as an interface that abstracts 111

its underlying context sources and provides context elements and 112

high-level contexts, which are related to one or more context-aware 113

objects (entities). 114

Context provider, context sources, and context service 115

provider: As argued by Hassani et al. [16], a context provider is a 116

device or system that can provide one or more context services. 117

However, Wagner et al. [10] mentioned that a context service 118

abstracts context providers such as context sensors, context rea- 119

soners, and external context providers. These two definitions of 120

the context provider concept create ambiguity because the for- 121

mer defines the context provider as the owner or provider of the 122

context services, while the latter considers the context provider 123

as an underlying layer below context services. Galán [44] reduced 124

the ambiguity between these two definitions by considering 125

context sources below context services. They emphasized that the 126

value of a given context element (e.g., the weather temperature) 127

in a context service may vary over time and may come from one 128
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Fig. 1. The big picture of the CoaaS platform.
Source: Adapted from Hassani et al. [16].

or more context sources, e.g., from a remote weather web service1

or a sensor in the smartphone of a person [44].2

To reduce the ambiguity between these two definitions of3

the context provider concept, we do not use the term context4

provider in this paper. Instead, we use the term ‘‘context service5

provider’’ to refer to a context provider that owns the context6

services and provides one or more context services. In our ter-7

minology, a context service provider is defined as an application8

server that hosts and manages one or more context services and9

delivers each one as an autonomous web service.10

Besides, we consider an optional layer below context services,11

namely context sources. We use the term context sources to refer12

to context providers (such as an IoT sensor) that are abstracted by13

context services and supply the values of context services. In our14

terminology, a context source is defined as an endpoint context15

provider that supplies the values of the context elements of one or16

more context services.17

3.3.2. The big picture of a lightweight CaaS platform18

The big picture of the CoaaS platform [16] provides a reason-19

ably complete picture of a CaaS platform. We have adopted this20

architecture. However, we have mainly focused on and developed21

its context provider layer. We have tried to propose a lightweight22

CaaS architecture that supports context broker; however, it has23

the minimum dependence on the context broker. To approach24

this objective, we propose four improvements to the big picture25

of the CoaaS platform [16]. These improvements are depicted in26

Fig. 2.27

As depicted on the bottom left side of Fig. 2, the first im-28

provement is our extension to the CoaaS context provider layer29

by considering an optional layer below context services, namely30

context sources. It means that a context service abstracts its31

underlying context sources. We also use the term context service32

provider to refer to the context provider layer of the CoaaS big33

picture.34

The CoaaS big picture [16] assumes that all relationships35

between context providers and consumers must be made through36

an intermediate context broker layer. This centralized archi-37

tecture leads to loosely coupling context providers and con-38

sumers [10]. In the centralized architecture, the consumers and39

providers of context services are not hard-linked in the source40

code [10]; hence, the context broker can be equipped with a con-41

text service discovery and matching component, which enables42

the context service consumers to switch dynamically between43

different context services at run-time. The context service dis-44

covery and matching functionality is fascinating. However, it can45

increase the complexity of a CaaS platform, especially for the 46

context service consumers who do not care for choosing context 47

services at run-time. 48

Hence, our second improvement is to establish a direct link 49

between the providers and consumers of context services. This di- 50

rect link, which can be implemented through a hardwired link in 51

the source code of a context service consumer, can lead to an ar- 52

chitecture that supports both centralized and decentralized CaaS 53

platforms [17]. Consumers who prefer a centralized architecture 54

are linked indirectly to the providers through an intermediate 55

broker, and those who prefer simplicity or a more decentralized 56

architecture can be linked directly to a specific context service of 57

a context service provider via a hardwired link. 58

Note that the context service consumers who choose a cen- 59

tralized architecture, typically submit their context requests to 60

the context broker in terms of a context query, which is a re- 61

quest for contextual information extracted from one or more 62

context services. These context queries are processed by the 63

context broker and split into several context requests, which 64

are requests for a context element or a high-level context of 65

a context service [13]. However, as depicted in Fig. 2, context 66

service consumers who are linked directly to context services 67

should submit a context request in a format that is accepted 68

by the context service provider. Therefore, in the centralized 69

approach, the CaaS platform supports complex context queries 70

that deal with several context services, while in the decentralized 71

architecture, the consumers should interact with context service 72

providers through a context request. A context request should 73

specify the context service provider identifier, the context service 74

identifier, the context element or the high-level context identifier, 75

and other input parameters. 76

Our third improvement lies with the empowerment of con- 77

text service providers by equipping them with a context repos- 78

itory along with a context service management tool that hosts 79

and manages context services and shares contextual data and 80

information as a web service. 81

Hassani et al. [13] considered both the push-based and pull- 82

based queries in CDQL. Similarly, the CoaaS platform [16] differ- 83

entiated between these two types of queries. However, pull-based 84

and push-based queries were not reflected in the CoaaS big 85

picture [16]. Hence, our fourth improvement is the differentiation 86

between pull-based and push-based context requests (or queries) 87

in the big picture of a lightweight CaaS platform. As illustrated 88

in Fig. 2, we assume that the context service providers or the 89

context broker can receive subscription requests for a specific 90

high-level context or context element, and subsequently, the last 91
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Fig. 2. The big picture of a lightweight CaaS platform with the minimum dependence on a broker.

value of the high-level context or context element is pushed to1

the subscribers when the value of a high-level context/context2

element is changed or a pre-defined situation occurs.3

Note that while the answer to a pull request is synchronous,4

the answer to a push request is asynchronous [16]. Besides, while5

the response in a pull request is a message that includes the con-6

textual data or information, the response in the push approach7

is not necessarily such a message. In the push approach, the8

response is either sending a notification message or a web service9

call, which delegates the notification task to another web service.10

The notification message can be implemented in various formats,11

including E-mail message, SMS, or even a push notification on the12

end-user’s smartphone.13

These four improvements can lead to a lightweight CaaS plat-14

form that supports the context broker layer; however, it has the15

minimum dependence on the context broker layer.16

3.3.3. Research scope17

The context life cycle can be classified into four stages, i.e.,18

context acquisition, context modeling, context reasoning, and19

context dissemination [34]. Since this research proposes a model-20

driven framework for modeling complex context services and21

transforming them into context web services, we have mainly22

focused on the modeling stage of the context life cycle [34].23

However, we have not concentrated on the non-modeling aspects24

of the remaining stages of the context life cycle [34].25

To present an MDD framework in the CaaS domain, a CaaS26

platform is required. The functionalities of a CaaS platform can be27

classified into four layers, including the context service providers,28

the context service consumers, the context broker, and the con-29

text sources. As explained in the previous section, we proposed30

a lightweight CaaS platform that has the minimum dependence31

on the context broker layer. We primarily focus on the context32

service provider layer of a lightweight CaaS platform and provide33

the core functionalities and tools required in this layer. The scope34

of this research is outlined with a dashed circle in Fig. 2.35

Although all the four layers of a lightweight CaaS platform36

have been considered when designing and developing our pro-37

posed framework, the main focus of this research is on the38

context service provider layer in which we mainly focus on the39

modeling complex context services and transforming them into40

context web services. However, we have not focused on the spe-41

cific functionalities of the context brokers (e.g., dynamic context42

discovery and matching, handling complex context queries, and43

exchanging context information), the specific features of the con- 44

text sources (e.g., sensor data acquisition), and the non-modeling 45

aspects of context processing and reasoning. 46

In this section, we explained the research scope from two 47

different perspectives. Therefore, the domain analysis, the context 48

service requirements, and the research contributions, which are 49

presented respectively in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 4, are limited 50

to the concepts, requirements, functionalities, and tools that are 51

within the scope of this research. 52

3.4. Domain analysis 53

Similar to any other software application, context-aware ap- 54

plications are designed on the basis of software requirement 55

specifications. In Section 1, we introduced six requirements (Rq1 56

to Rq6) originally proposed by Reichle et al. [6]. They are high- 57

level requirements that should be considered for developing a 58

context-aware application. However, Reichle et al. do not elabo- 59

rate on the modeling elements (concepts, relationships, and fea- 60

tures) and supporting tools that are required for the model-driven 61

development of context services. In this section, we conduct a 62

domain analysis to extend Rq1 to Rq6 requirements and identify 63

a list of context service requirements that should be supported 64

by the CaaSSET framework. Afterward, we propose 14 context 65

service requirements along with their mapping with Rq1 to Rq6 66

in Section 3.5. 67

This section includes 13 subsections. The first to ninth sub- 68

sections describe the modeling elements (concepts, relationships, 69

and features) that should be considered by a meta-model for 70

modeling a context service or a context-aware application. Sec- 71

tions 3.4.1 to 3.4.4 address the key concepts of the context service 72

meta-model. Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 focus on the key relation- 73

ships between the defined concepts. Sections 3.4.7 to 3.4.9 review 74

the main features that should be supported by the defined con- 75

cepts. Sections 3.4.10 to 3.4.13 address the general requirements 76

and tooling aspects that should be considered by a model-driven 77

framework in the CaaS domain. 78

3.4.1. Context elements versus high-level contexts 79

Sanchez et al. [4,23] distinguished between context elements 80

(context data) and high-level contexts (context information). 81

Context elements refer to the raw (unprocessed) context data, 82

which is directly retrieved from a data source (such as a sen- 83

sor or a web service), and high-level contexts refer to context 84

information obtained by processing raw context data [4]. For 85
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example, the data that is received from GPS sensors is the context1

element (e.g., latitude: 51.528308, longitude: −0.3817765), while2

the geographical location (e.g., current city: London), which is3

derived by processing this data, is the high-level context [4].4

Similarly, Bettini et al. [45] proposed a three-layer pyramid5

that distinguished between context elements and high-level con-6

texts. They presented an interesting example to explain high-7

level contexts, noting that the most common question posed by8

most mobile users is, ‘‘Where you are?’’ Typically, these mobile9

users are not interested in the exact location (e.g., latitude and10

longitude). They only wish to know the general situation of the11

person to whom they are talking (e.g., current city) [45]. Hence, a12

high-level context is defined as ‘‘a higher-level concept for a state13

representation’’ [45].14

In similar lines, Liptchinsky et al. [46] modeled contexts as15

state machines. Dey also defined high-level contexts (situation16

abstraction) as a description of the states of relevant entities [47].17

Chihani et al. [48] implemented high-level contexts as a finite18

state machine composed of the different states that context data19

may have [48]. Therefore, in our terminology, the high-level20

context is defined as the state of a context-aware object (entity)21

from a specific perspective. For example, the current city is the state22

of the tourist entity from the location perspective. In addition, we23

define the context element as a set of context attributes that deal24

with low-level context data.25

3.4.2. Different types of high-level contexts26

High-level contexts are categorized into atomic contexts and27

aggregated contexts (or composite contexts) [25,27,28]. Atomic28

contexts represent the lowest level of context information. They29

do not rely on other high-level contexts [27,28]. Aggregated con-30

texts (or composite contexts) aggregate more than one high-level31

contexts, either atomic or aggregated [28].32

Cheng et al. [49] proposed a hierarchical model that dis-33

tinguishes between aggregated contexts and derived contexts34

(reasoned contexts). Derived contexts are deduced by reasoning35

and cannot be abstracted or aggregated directly from other con-36

text elements or high-level contexts [49]. In addition, defining the37

relationships between high-level contexts is important, as argued38

by Bettini et al. [45].39

In the literature, different notions are used to refer to derived40

contexts, the most common of which are the situational context41

and situation [45]. A situation can be defined as the conditions42

that must be satisfied to trigger an action [27]. Each condition43

can be a set of logical statements [26]. For example, the health44

status of a patient can be derived according to his/her context in-45

formation about temperature, pulse, and blood pressure. It means46

that when a condition such as ‘‘the temperature is more than 3747

degree Celsius’’ is satisfied, a situation such as ‘‘the patient is ill’’48

occurs [26].49

In the above description, we introduced three general types of50

high-level contexts, including atomic contexts, aggregated con-51

texts, and derived contexts (situations). By combining these three52

types, we can conclude that the high-level contexts are divided53

into four new categories, i.e., atomic contexts, aggregated con-54

texts, atomic derived contexts (i.e., atomic situations), and ag-55

gregated derived contexts (i.e., aggregated situations). Note that56

the value of an atomic context can be extracted by applying57

a simple expression (e.g., calculation, aggregation, or abstrac-58

tion) to the values of underlying context elements. However, the59

value of an atomic derived context is derived by applying some60

derivation rules to the values of underlying context elements.61

Similarly, the value of an aggregated context can be extracted by62

applying a simple expression to the values of underlying high-63

level contexts. Nevertheless, the value of an aggregated derived64

context is derived by applying some derivation rules to the values65

of underlying high-level contexts. In the motivation example,66

Current city and Outdoor tour time are two instances of atomic67

derived contexts and aggregated derived contexts, respectively.68

3.4.3. Entity (context-aware object) 69

Dey and Abowd [5] define the context-aware object (entity) as 70

‘‘a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the inter- 71

action between a user and an application, including the user and 72

applications themselves’’ [5]. We adopted this definition. Dey and 73

Abowd [5] also address the relationship among a context and an 74

entity. They define context as ‘‘any information that can be used 75

to characterize the situation of an entity’’ [5]. The ContextUML 76

meta-model [28], which is one of the well-known meta-models 77

in the area of context-awareness, separates context-aware objects 78

and high-level contexts and binds them together at a later time. 79

We adopted the ContextUML [28] approach in which high-level 80

contexts and context-aware objects are modeled independently 81

but are bound together later. 82

Various studies have classified entity types differently. For 83

example, Dey and Abowd [5] categorize entity types as persons, 84

places, and physical or computational objects. Likewise, Hoyos 85

et al. [25] classified entity types into persons, places, physical or 86

abstract objects, and events. CoDAMoS [12] also identified four 87

kinds of general entities, i.e., user, environment, platform, and 88

service. They [12] emphasized that ‘‘user’’ is the principal entity, 89

and the rest of entities must adapt themselves to it, not vice 90

versa. Tourist entity and environment entity are two instances of 91

context-aware objects in the motivation example. 92

3.4.4. Context sources 93

The data of context elements can be obtained from different 94

internal or external context sources [50,51]. The context source 95

of a given context element (e.g., the weather temperature) may 96

come from many context sources (e.g., from a remote weather 97

web service or a sensor in the smartphone of a person) and this 98

context source may vary over time [44]. Perera et al. [4] identified 99

three kinds of context sources, i.e., sensors, middleware, and con- 100

text web service. Sensors are divided into two classes: Physical 101

and Virtual [4,50,51]. While physical sensors receive their data 102

through sensors or sensor networks [51], virtual sensors (profiled 103

sources) obtain their data from a user-supplied repository or 104

database [4]. Context web services obtain their data from exter- 105

nal web services such as weather web service [4]. According to 106

these explanations, context sources can be classified into four 107

categories, i.e., sensed, profiled, middleware, and web service. 108

Weather web service and device GPS sensor are two instances of 109

context sources in the motivation example. 110

3.4.5. Context sharing 111

The collection, evaluation, and maintenance of information 112

are costly; hence, context-aware applications should consider 113

context information reuse and context sharing from scratch [45]. 114

Likewise, Hussain et al. [52] have noted that a system may have 115

several applications that use the same context data, and the 116

context must be shared between these applications. 117

In addition to sharing contextual data and information be- 118

tween different context-aware applications, context sharing 119

within a context-aware application or within a context service 120

is essential, i.e., sharing a context element between high-level 121

contexts and sharing an atomic context between aggregated 122

contexts or aggregated derived contexts. For example, consider 123

a scenario in which a tourist plans to visit several places in a 124

region. For this tourist, there exist several high-level contexts, 125

such as current street, current city, traffic status (rush hour or 126

not), and motion (moving or stopped). The current value of these 127

high-level contexts is derived by applying some derivation rules 128

to a shared context element, called the GPS location. It means that 129

the GPS location should be shared among all the aforementioned 130

high-level contexts. 131
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3.4.6. Change awareness (push versus pull)1

In the CaaS domain, a context service consumer (e.g., a tourism2

application) should be aware of the latest changes in the values of3

a particular context service (e.g., TourismCS) in a context service4

provider. Besides, within a context service, a high-level context5

that plays the consumer role (e.g., an aggregated context such as6

outdoor tour time) should be aware of the latest changes in the7

values of its underlying providers (e.g., outdoor weather context8

and times of day context). In such circumstances, the change9

awareness mechanism can be realized through the push or pull10

approaches.11

In the pull approach, consumers make a pull request instantly12

(when needed) or periodically (after certain intervals), while in13

the push approach, the context values of providers are pushed to14

the subscribed consumers instantly (when an update occurs) or15

periodically [3,4,53].16

3.4.7. Context attributes versus context values17

It is critical to model context attributes since it defines which18

context values should be cached and archived in the context19

repository. If context attributes are not adequately defined, we20

will have an inefficient context repository. Perera et al. [4] high-21

light the importance of context attributes for describing contexts.22

They describe that each context attribute has a name (identifier),23

a data type, and a value. As described by Kocurova et al. [54],24

the value of each context attribute can be limited using an enu-25

meration or a min–max range. For enumerated values such as26

current city, valid values can be limited to an enumeration list of27

cities, while for numeric attributes such as temperature, a range28

of valid values (containing a minimum and maximum value) can29

be defined.30

While the terms ‘‘context attribute’’ and ‘‘context value’’ are31

sometimes used interchangeably, they are implemented at the32

two different abstract levels of the model layer (M1) and the33

real-world layer (M0), respectively [19]. Moreover, whereas the34

specifications of a context attribute (including its identifier, data35

type, and constraints of each context attribute) are specified36

at design-time, context values (i.e., the real instances of each37

context attribute) are specified at run-time. In fact, each con-38

text value is an object (instance) of the context attribute class,39

whose specifications are already defined in the designed model.40

For example, the TourismCS model determines that GPS_On is41

a context attribute, whose name is ‘‘GPS_On’’, its data type is42

‘‘Boolean’’, and its values are limited to ‘‘true’’ or ‘‘false’’. However,43

the real instances of the GPS_On attribute are constructed at run-44

time, i.e., the value ‘‘true’’ is constructed and stored in the context45

repository at run-time.46

3.4.8. Updating configuration47

Since the temporal nature is an intrinsic characteristic of con-48

text values [6,51], it is critical to define the updating mecha-49

nism of context values. In the meta-model proposed by Achilleos50

et al. [27], the updating mechanism is supported by considering51

change frequency, i.e., the frequency of changes in context values.52

They classified contexts into three categories based on the fre-53

quency of changes: fixed, seldom, and volatile [27]. Furthermore,54

Perera et al. [4] introduce two other types of updating mecha-55

nism, i.e., instant change (threshold violation) and interval change56

(periodic updating).57

3.4.9. Secondary meta-data tags58

Meta-data refers to data about data. When designers deter-59

mine the concepts, updating configuration, features, and relation-60

ships of high-level contexts, context elements, context sources, or61

entities, they are, in fact, defining primary context meta-data [6].62

However, primary context meta-data is not sufficient to model63

the particular characteristics of context-aware applications, in- 64

cluding incompleteness, ambiguity, uncertainty, and freshness [3, 65

6]. To fully support these special characteristics, secondary meta- 66

data tags are required, which can support Quality of Context 67

(QoC) and Cost of Context (CoC) [3]. 68

QoC: QoC is any information that defines the quality of informa- 69

tion [3,26]. Wagner et al. [3] reviewed important parameters for 70

considering the QoC and identified nine quality parameters, in- 71

cluding precision, the probability of correctness, trustworthiness, 72

resolution (granularity of information), up-to-datedness (or fresh- 73

ness), temporal resolution, spatial resolution, and completeness. 74

CoC: In addition to QoC, CoC is also essential. CoC indicates 75

the resources consumed for calculating context values [3]. An 76

example of CoC is the amount of battery consumed to compute a 77

context value. 78

3.4.10. Ontology model 79

Ontology can be defined as ‘‘a standardized, descriptive, struc- 80

tural model, representing reality by a set of concepts, their in- 81

terrelations, and constraints under open-world assumption’’ [55]. 82

Meta-models and ontologies are not necessarily equivalent. Meta- 83

models and ontologies are closely related and even overlap to a 84

degree. Both define a common vocabulary and a shared under- 85

standing, suggesting that both are often used to describe domain 86

concepts and the relationships between them [56]. A meta-model 87

is an abstract model that focuses on describing other models [19]. 88

However, an ontology model focuses on the semantics and is not 89

intended to describe other models. 90

An ontology model is not a part of a standard meta-model. 91

It is a model that is defined independently of the meta-model 92

and can subsequently be linked to the meta-model [3,6]. While 93

ontology models are usually developed with languages such as 94

OWL, standard meta-models are typically modeled using the UML 95

class diagram [6]. 96

Given the overlap between meta-models and ontologies, if 97

we plan to support ontologies in the model-driven approach, 98

meta-models can be used to describe the domain concepts and 99

their associated relationships and features in a standard fashion; 100

the meaning of these concepts can be clarified by being linked 101

to a common definition, i.e., an ontology model [55,57]. The 102

ontology model typically uses the Open World Assumptions and 103

is shared universally, e.g., as the web-based information [55]. For 104

example, a standard domain-specific ontology model (e.g., the 105

SAREF Ontology model), which is available on a website (i.e., http: 106

//ontology.tno.nl/saref/), can be mapped to the meta-model of 107

NGSI-LD standard [17]. This mapping can help domain-specific 108

applications (e.g., smart home applications) to benefit from the 109

NGSI-LD APIs [17]. 110

When a meta-model is linked to an ontology model, automatic 111

context reasoning is facilitated, because ontologies can be utilized 112

for run-time knowledge exploitation, and this feature may be the 113

most important reason to define an ontology model for a standard 114

meta-model [6]. However, despite the advantages above, Reichle 115

et al. [6] and Wagner [3] reported performance and scalability 116

issues when using ontologies in context-aware applications. Re- 117

ichle et al. [6] argue that although they keep the context ontology 118

as small as possible (two-level approach), the ontology-based 119

context reasoning remains a resource-consuming task at run- 120

time [6]. This issue is fundamental since most context-aware 121

applications execute on mobile devices or wearable gadgets that 122

have limitations in terms of battery, memory, and computing 123

resources. 124

Comparing context modeling and representation techniques, 125

Perera et al. emphasized that ontology-based modeling may in- 126

crease complexity, arguing that context representation can be 127

complex in ontology-based modeling. Besides, ‘‘information re- 128

trieval can be complex and resource-intensive’’ [4]. 129

http://ontology.tno.nl/saref/
http://ontology.tno.nl/saref/
http://ontology.tno.nl/saref/
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3.4.11. Context repository1

The repository of a context-aware application or a context2

service should store different kinds of context meta-data, i.e., pri-3

mary and secondary meta-data (descriptions) about high-level4

contexts, context elements, context sources, and entities, as well5

as considering ontologies and context subscription. Along with6

storing the context meta-data, it is critical to store context values,7

which denote the current values (context caching) and the past8

values (context history) stored about the contextual data and9

information.10

The context service meta-model determines the data structure11

of a context repository. However, supporting the context repos-12

itory is beyond the context service meta-model and deals with13

architectural and implementation issues. Medvedev et al. [12]14

addressed these issues well. They proposed a conceptual architec-15

ture for the storage management sub-system of a CaaS platform.16

This conceptual architecture contains six components. They also17

identified five storage types including document store (raw con-18

text and derived context), logs and history (request, plan, and19

responses), knowledge (RDF ontologies, maps, and graphs), and20

in-memory cache (reusable context) [12].21

Context caching (persistence): Given the fact that gathering or22

deriving context values is costly and time-consuming, caching23

the current context is required. Context persistence or context24

caching refers to the caching of the context value for a pre-25

defined period and reuse of the cached value before expira-26

tion [3].27

Context history: Context-aware applications adapt their behavior28

depending on the current context and past contexts [53]. Hence,29

outdated context values are continuously logged in the database,30

and the context history service provides access to the past con-31

texts [53]. Access to the historical context data is required to32

identify context trends and to derive the current values of unique33

contexts [3]. For example, the value of the motion context, which34

indicates that either the user is moving or not, is derived by35

analyzing the context history of the GPS location.36

3.4.12. Evolution and extensibility37

Extensibility can be defined as the ability to model any con-38

cepts that are not already defined in the system [11]. Supporting39

secondary meta-data tags can enhance the evolution and exten-40

sibility of a meta-model because this option enables designers to41

define new concepts or features for the context models without42

having to change the original meta-model [3].43

A stand-alone context-aware application is a silo of con-44

text information with limited or no dependencies to other si-45

los [11]. However, when applications and their context require-46

ments evolve, the context model should be extensible and flexible47

enough to support adding new applications and concepts to the48

system [6]. By sharing the context-as-a-service, the evolution and49

extensibility of context models can be enhanced [11] because50

when the context information of different heterogeneous appli-51

cations are shared as a context web service, designers can easily52

reuse and extend existing context services.53

3.4.13. Ease of development54

Ease of development can be satisfied by a set of MDD tools,55

including a graphical modeling tool and a code generation tool.56

The former facilitates designing valid context service models57

graphically and prevents drawing invalid models. The latter trans-58

forms context service models into executable context web ser-59

vices (semi-) automatically [7].60

3.5. Context service requirements 61

By analyzing the domain concepts that were reviewed in Sec- 62

tion 3.4, a list of requirements for the model-driven development 63

of context services was extracted. By summarizing and refining 64

this list, 14 context service requirements were identified. Below, 65

we present the identified requirements and their mapping to Rq1 66

through Rq6: 67

• R1: Modeling context-aware objects (entities), entity types, 68

and the relationship among entities and high-level contexts 69

[not mapped — new requirement] 70

• R2: Modeling different kinds of high-level contexts (includ- 71

ing atomic contexts and aggregated contexts) as well as 72

defining push/pull relationships between high-level con- 73

texts [mapped to Rq3 and Rq4] 74

• R3: Modeling situations (atomic derived contexts and ag- 75

gregated derived contexts) as well as supporting derivation 76

expressions [mapped to Rq3 and Rq4] 77

• R4: Modeling context elements (raw context data) [mapped 78

to Rq3] 79

• R5: Modeling context sources (including sensed, profiled, 80

middleware, and web service) and defining push/pull re- 81

lationships between context elements and context sources 82

[mapped to Rq2] 83

• R6: Modeling push/pull relationships between atomic con- 84

texts and context elements [mapped to Rq4] 85

• R7: Modeling context element sharing, i.e., sharing a com- 86

mon context element between more than one high-level 87

context [mapped to Rq4] 88

• R8: Modeling context attributes for high-level contexts and 89

context elements [mapped to Rq1] 90

• R9: Modeling the updating configuration for high-level con- 91

texts, context elements, and context sources [mapped to 92

Rq1] 93

• R10: Modeling QoC and CoC by supporting meta-data tags 94

for high-level contexts, context elements, context sources, 95

and entities [mapped to Rq1] 96

• R11: Supporting domain-specific standards and automatic 97

context reasoning using an ontology model [mapped to Rq3] 98

• R12: Supporting context caching and context history [not 99

mapped — new requirement] 100

• R13: Extensibility of context services [mapped to Rq4 and 101

Rq5] 102

• R14: Ease of development of context services [mapped to 103

Rq6] 104

It is worth mentioning that the list of context service require- 105

ments is limited to the research scope. Hence, the specific func- 106

tionalities of the context brokers (such as handling complex con- 107

text queries, dynamic context discovery, and exchanging context 108

information), which are not within our research scope, were not 109

reflected in our requirement list. Note that the research scope was 110

described in Section 3.3.3. 111

There exist general requirements that every software product 112

should satisfy, e.g., platform independence, scalability, and secu- 113

rity and privacy. Given that the methods and tools for meeting the 114

general requirements are matured, we only included the general 115

requirements because if they are not taken into consideration, it 116

may have a severe impact on our meta-model or the proposed 117

framework. Besides, the general requirements, which can be met 118

later by integrating a matured add-on tool into the proposed 119

framework, were not considered in our requirements list. For 120

example, we have included two general requirements (i.e., ex- 121

tensibility and the ease of development) that are critical in a 122

model-driven framework in the CaaS domain. However, despite 123
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the importance of the security and privacy requirement, it is1

not included in the list of context service requirements because2

its inclusion does not have a significant impact on the context3

service modeling and representation. Moreover, this requirement4

can be satisfied later by integrating a matured security manager5

component into the proposed framework without revising the6

original meta-model.7

Depending on how the context service requirements are ful-8

filled, they can be classified into two main categories. The first9

category (R1 to R10) includes the requirements that should be10

supported directly by the context service meta-model. We call11

this category of requirements meta-model requirements. These12

requirements refer to the modeling elements (concepts, features,13

and relationships) that should be considered when modeling dif-14

ferent kinds of context-aware applications. The second category15

(R11 to R14), which we call framework requirements, denote the16

general requirements and tooling aspects that are beyond the17

meta-model scope and should be met by the supporting tools of18

a model-driven framework in the CaaS domain.19

R11 is supported by defining a context service ontology model20

and linking it to the context service meta-model. In addition, to21

meet automatic context reasoning, a software component should22

be implemented in the context service provider layer (or the23

context broker layer). R12 can also be supported by designing a24

context repository module in the context service provider layer25

(or the context broker layer). Similarly, R13 is supported by devel-26

oping a context service management tool in the context service27

provider layer (or the context broker layer). This tool hosts and28

manages the context services and shares their contextual data29

and information as a web service. R14 is also met by developing30

a set of MDD tools, which support graphical modeling, model31

validation, and (semi-) automatic code generation.32

It is worth mentioning that R11 to R13 can be met in the con-33

text service provider layer or the context broker layer. However,34

since this research tries to model and develop the context services35

with minimum reliance on the context broker layer, we assume36

that these requirements are implemented in the context service37

provider layer.38

4. The CaaSSET framework39

In Section 3.5, we presented the context service requirements40

that should be considered for the model-driven development of41

context services. To meet the identified requirements, we propose42

a model-driven framework called CaaSSET. The CaaSSET frame-43

work, which is the main contribution of this research, comprises44

five parts. The core part of this model-driven framework is the45

CaaSSET meta-model. However, the other parts are developed to46

complement the proposed meta-model.47

As explained in Section 3.3.2, we proposed four improvements48

to the big picture of the CoaaS platform [16]. We illustrated our49

proposed big picture of a lightweight CaaS platform in Fig. 2. As50

depicted in Fig. 2, we tried to present a lightweight CaaS archi-51

tecture that supports the context service provisioning and man-52

agement with the minimum dependence on the context broker53

layer. The CaaSSET framework corresponds with the big picture54

presented in Fig. 2 and mainly focuses on its context service55

provider layer, outlined with a dashed circle in Fig. 2. Note that56

the research scope was presented in Section 3.3.3.57

Developers are the main audience of our proposed frame-58

work because they leverage the CaaSSET framework to design59

context service models and transform the designed models into60

executable context web services. Besides, developers test and61

maintain the generated context services. They also deal with the62

CaaSSET APIs to reuse context services or access the contextual63

data and information of the generated context services.64

In the following sections, we describe five parts of the CaaSSET 65

framework, i.e., the CaaSSET reference model, the CaaSSET meta- 66

model, the CaaSSET modeling tool, the CaaSSET code generation 67

tool, and the CaaSSET context service management tool. 68

4.1. The CaaSSET reference model 69

The reference model is defined as ‘‘a division of functionality 70

into elements together with the data flow among those ele- 71

ments’’ [58]. The CaaSSET reference model, which is depicted in 72

Fig. 3, illustrates the architectural layers, data flow, relationships, 73

and functionalities that are required to develop a context ser- 74

vice provider. The proposed multi-layered reference model illus- 75

trates the context service requirements (presented in Section 3.5) 76

and their associated relationships. Note that the CaaSSET refer- 77

ence model corresponds with the big picture of a lightweight 78

CaaS platform (presented in Fig. 2) and focuses primarily on the 79

context service provider layer of the lightweight CaaS platform. 80

The CaaSSET reference model relies on the well-established 81

design principles of software engineering, i.e., separation of con- 82

cerns and reusability [48]. The design pattern of separation of 83

concerns ‘‘aims to capture redundant functionalities into a set 84

of specialized components for better modularity and reusabil- 85

ity’’ [48]. To comply with this design pattern, the context service 86

provider is separated from context service consumers and context 87

sources. As illustrated at the top of Fig. 3, the CaaSSET reference 88

model supports context service reuse by sharing context services 89

between several context service consumers and context brokers 90

(or middleware platforms) in terms of the push or pull approach. 91

As depicted at the bottom of Fig. 3, several context services reuse 92

the shared context sources through context source interfaces. 93

As depicted in Fig. 3, the main layer of the CaaSSET reference 94

model is the context service provider layer, which hosts and 95

manages one or more context services, and shares them as a 96

web service. A context service provider has a context repository, 97

which refers to at least five repositories: context caching, context 98

history and logs, context meta-data and specifications, context 99

ontology, and context subscription information. Fig. 3 denotes 100

these repositories with the cylinder symbol. Given the data scale 101

and other software requirements, all repositories may be stored 102

in a single database, or each may be stored in an individual 103

database. 104

As depicted in Fig. 3, the direct consumers of the provided 105

context services are the context service consumers and the con- 106

text brokers. Context service consumers themselves are classified 107

into web services and context-aware applications. The end-users 108

(such as tourists, tour leaders, or travel agencies) do not deal 109

with the context services directly because they prefer graphical 110

user interfaces. In fact, the context-aware applications provide 111

graphical user interfaces for end-users. Hence, end-users are the 112

indirect consumers of the provided context services. 113

Developers are not the consumers of context services either. 114

However, they are the main audience of the CaaSSET framework 115

because they leverage the CaaSSET framework to model context 116

services and transform context service models into executable 117

context web services. Developers should also test and maintain 118

the generated context services using the CaaSSET APIs. Moreover, 119

in the context service consumer layer, developers write the con- 120

text requests or subscription requests to access the CaaSSET APIs, 121

reuse the provided context services, or extract the contextual data 122

and information from context services. 123

Context service consumers or context brokers (or middleware 124

platforms) can use the provided context services in two differ- 125

ent ways: pull or push. In the pull approach, context service 126

consumers (e.g., a consumer context-aware application or a con- 127

sumer web service) or context brokers pull the current value or 128
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Fig. 3. The CaaSSET reference model.

the history of a specific high-level context/context element in a1

particular context service by sending a context request to the con-2

text service provider and receiving the response synchronously.3

Each context request should include the context service name,4

method name, high-level context/context element name, and web5

method parameters. In the push approach, context service con-6

sumers or context brokers send a subscription request and are7

subscribed to a specific high-level context/context element of a8

particular context service (e.g., AtomicContext1 or ContextElement19

in ContextService1). When the value of AtomicContext1 or Con-10

textElement1 is updated, the context service provider pushes the11

new value of AtomicContext1 or ContextElement1 to the subscribed12

consumers or brokers by calling the notification web service of13

the subscribers.14

The values of context elements may be obtained from various15

distributed heterogeneous sources (including sensed, profiled,16

middleware, or web service), leading to the complexity of mod-17

eling and utilizing context sources. This complexity is somewhat18

illustrated in the motivation example. As described in Section 2,19

the values of the GPS location context element are received from20

the device GPS sensor, which is located in the user’s mobile de-21

vice. Nevertheless, the values of the GPS configuration context22

element are obtained from a repository file located in the user23

smartphone, called the device configuration. The values of weather24

temperature, weather humidity, and weather forecast context el-25

ements are also acquired from a remote web service, called26

weather web service. The date time context element also receives27

its data from the server clock sensor, which is a context source28

located in the server of the context service provider.29

CaaSSET framework has two assumptions about context30

sources to handle the complexity of context sources as follows:31

(1) Separation of concerns between high-level contexts, con-32

text elements, and context sources are required. Some33

studies such as Achilleos et al. [27] and Jaouadi et al. [23],34

whose meta-model have not distinguished adequately be-35

tween atomic contexts, context elements, and context36

sources, assume that the static context data and derived37

contexts are two kinds of context sources. Yet, this assump-38

tion conflicts with the design principles of separation of39

concerns. In the CaaSSET framework, designers model the40

static context data as a context element and the derived41

contexts as a high-level context. Even if a specific context 42

element obtains its values from a derived context, the 43

derived context should be transformed into one of the sup- 44

ported context source types, i.e., it is either shielded and 45

exposed as a web service or supported by a middleware 46

or its values are stored in a profiled source. For example, if 47

the context element of ‘‘current activity’’ receives its values 48

from an activity reasoner, which is a derived context that 49

estimates the user activity based on the user position and 50

calendar data, it is suggested that the activity reasoner be 51

shielded and exposed as a web service to be utilized by the 52

‘‘current activity’’ and other context elements. 53

(2) Defining context sources is not mandatory. This assump- 54

tion enables developers to design simpler context service 55

models without dealing with the complexity of hetero- 56

geneous context sources. This assumption becomes more 57

critical when the context source type is static (i.e., it is 58

not updated at all) or profiled. As mentioned before, the 59

designer should model a static source as a context element. 60

Some profiled context sources can also be ignored and 61

modeled as a context element. Even when modeling a con- 62

text source is required, the CaaSSET framework considers 63

context sources as stand-alone external services that are 64

utilized by context services. Since context sources are not 65

an internal component of a context service, their values 66

are not stored in the context service provider. To support 67

the relationships between context sources and context el- 68

ements, some values of the context sources may be cached 69

in the context elements. Also, the meta-data (description) 70

of context sources are fully modeled and stored in the 71

repositories of the context service provider. These repos- 72

itories store the specifications, source type, updating con- 73

figuration, and meta-data tags of context sources as well 74

as the relationships between context sources and context 75

elements. 76

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the relationships between context 77

sources and context service providers are implemented by defin- 78

ing push and pull interfaces among them. In the pull approach 79

(reactive source interface), the context service provider pulls the 80

data from the context source interface to inform the last values 81
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of context sources. In the push approach (proactive source in-1

terface), the context service provider is subscribed for a context2

source, and the context source interface pushes the last values3

of a context source to the subscribed high-level contexts/context4

elements of a context service as soon as the context source gets5

new values.6

Fig. 3 shows a big picture of a context service provider and7

the external relationships of a context service. Fig. 4 depicts a8

context service in detail. It illustrates the internal elements of a9

context service and their associated relationships and features.10

As shown in Fig. 4, each context service contains three internal11

elements: entities, high-level contexts, and context elements. To12

comply with the design principles of separation of concerns,13

entities (context-aware objects) are modeled independently of14

high-level contexts and are bound together using aggregation15

relationships. Similarly, high-level contexts are modeled inde-16

pendently of context elements and are bound together using17

push aggregation or pull aggregation relationships. Aggregated18

contexts and high-level contexts (atomic or aggregated) can also19

be associated together using the push aggregation or the pull20

aggregation relationships. According to the aggregation relation-21

ship between entities and high-level contexts, each entity may22

be associated with one or more high-level contexts, and each23

high-level context should be associated with at least one entity.24

Given the aggregation relationship between high-level contexts25

and context elements, context element sharing and reuse are26

supported.27

Pull or push aggregation relationships, which are shown with28

the ‘‘Pull’’ and ‘‘Push’’ symbols, are quite similar to the aggregation29

relationship of UML, except for the fact that the pull or push30

aggregations determine which side of the relationship to have the31

responsibility of initiating the process of updating the consumer.32

In the push aggregation, this responsibility is delegated to the33

provider (e.g., context element), while in the pull approach, the34

consumer (e.g., atomic context) takes this responsibility.35

As depicted in Fig. 4, high-level contexts are classified into36

atomic contexts and aggregated contexts. While the value of an37

atomic context is received from the values of underlying context38

elements, the value of an aggregated context is obtained from39

the values of underlying contexts (atomic or aggregated ones). It40

means that an aggregated context is not associated directly to a41

context element.42

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, a high-level context is the state43

of a context-aware object (entity) from a specific perspective. For44

example, the current city is the state of the tourist entity from45

the location perspective. Hence, since each high-level context is46

a status that stores the last state of an entity [48], the CaaSSET47

framework assumes that each high-level context contains only48

one attribute. The values of this attribute may also be limited to49

an enumeration. Furthermore, since context elements store raw50

context data, the CaaSSET framework assumes that each context51

element may contain one or more attributes. For example, current52

city, which is a high-level derived context that derives its value53

by applying derivation rules on GPS location, contains just one54

attribute, i.e., located city. This attribute specifies the city where55

the tourist resides currently, e.g., ‘‘London’’. However, GPS location56

is a context element that stores raw geographical context data57

and contains two attributes: latitude and longitude.58

As shown in Fig. 4, if a high-level context derives its value by59

applying a derivation expression, this kind of context is called60

a derived context. Defining derivation expressions is required61

to support situations. Derivation expressions are illustrated with62

the ‘‘Exp+’’ symbol. When a derivation expression applies to an63

atomic context, we have an atomic derived context (such as the64

current city). However, when a derivation expression applies to an65

aggregated context, we have an aggregated derived context (such66

as outdoor tour time). CaaSSET assumes that context elements are 67

raw data; hence, it prevents from defining a derivation expression 68

for a context element. This assumption complies with the design 69

principles of separation of concerns. 70

One of the critical requirements in context-aware applications 71

is to define the updating mechanism. Hence, it is mandatory 72

to define the updating configuration in CaaSSET. Updating con- 73

figuration, illustrated with the ‘‘Upd’’ symbol, configures four 74

parameters related to the updating of high-level contexts, con- 75

text elements, and context sources. Section 4.2 describes these 76

parameters in detail. 77

To support QoC and CoC or to consider unforeseen features, 78

designers can define zero or many meta-data tags for high-level 79

contexts, context elements, context sources, and context-aware 80

objects (entities). This option is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 with the 81

‘‘Tags’’ symbol. For example, designers can define the accuracy 82

tag for a GPS sensor context source, and configure its value as 83

‘‘equal to high’’, which means that the GPS sensor values are highly 84

accurate. The designer can also define the cost tag for the GPS 85

sensor and configure its value as ‘‘greater than 0.7’’, which means 86

that the cost of using this context source is greater than 0.7. 87

4.2. The CaaSSET meta-model 88

In Section 4.1, we presented the CaaSSET reference model in 89

Figs. 3 and 4. The CaaSSET meta-model, which is depicted in Fig. 5, 90

aims to fully support the key concepts, features, and relationships 91

illustrated in the CaaSSET reference model. 92

The modeling elements in light colors (e.g., AtomicContext) 93

and dark colors (i.e., Ctxt, HighLevelContext, ContextSource, and 94

DerivationRule) constitute the concrete class and abstract class, 95

respectively. As depicted on the left side of Fig. 5, the root of the 96

CaaSSET meta-model is ContextServiceModel, containing several 97

Entities, Ctxts (HighLevelContext and ContextElement), DataTypes, 98

ContextCategories, ContextElementCategories, and EntityTypes. 99

ContextElements (raw context data) are the smallest data el- 100

ements stored on a context service. ContextElements contain a 101

Name attribute that is inherited from its parent class, i.e., Ctxt. 102

The Name attribute serves as a unique identifier. Similarly, many 103

other classes of the CaaSSET meta-model contain a Name at- 104

tribute. In addition to defining the Name attribute, one or more 105

Attributes must be defined for each ContextElement. For example, 106

two Attributes (i.e., longitude and latitude) are defined for the 107

GPS_Location context element. The designer should define the 108

data types in advance, and the data type of each defined attribute 109

is specified at a later time. The proposed meta-model enables 110

designers to define their desired DataTypes or Enumerations. Enu- 111

meration, which is one of the DataTypes, contains several Literals. 112

After defining the desired data type (e.g., the float data type), de- 113

signers can use it to configure the data type of defined Attributes 114

(e.g., longitude and latitude). Designers can also define a valid 115

range (i.e., a Min_Value and a Max_Value) for numeric attributes. 116

For example, by configuring the min_value and max_value pa- 117

rameters for the humidity percent attribute, its values would lie 118

between 0 and 100. 119

ContextElements are designed to store raw context data, while 120

HighLevelContexts are defined to handle the context information. 121

Therefore, CaaSSET assumes that ContextElements are modeled 122

independently of AtomicContexts. 123

Besides, the meta-model considers two main differences be- 124

tween HighLevelContexts and ContextElements. First, as explained 125

in Section 4.1, each HighLevelContext contains only one Attribute, 126

whereas ContextElementsmay contain one or more Attributes. Sec- 127

ond, designers have an option to define zero or many Derivation- 128

Expressions on high-level contexts to support situations (atomic 129

derived contexts and aggregated derived contexts). However, 130
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Fig. 4. The internal elements of a context service and their associated relationships and features.

Fig. 5. The CaaSSET meta-model.

since ContextElements are considered to store raw context data,1

designers are not able to define DerivationExpressions for Con-2

textElements directly. These two constraints follow the design3

principle of separation of concerns between ContextElements and4

HighLevelContexts.5

HighLevelContexts are classified into two main types: Aggre-6

gatedContexts and AtomicContexts. AggregatedContexts aggregates7

more than one HighLevelContexts, either AtomicContext or Aggre-8

gatedContext. Given the fact that AggregatedContexts are abstract9

high-level contexts, they cannot be associated with ContextEle-10

ments directly. AtomicContexts represent the lowest level of con-11

text information. They do not rely on other high-level contexts.12

Outdoor tour time is an example of AggregatedContexts that ag- 13

gregates two AtomicContexts, i.e., outdoor weather and times of 14

day. 15

As previously mentioned, ContextElements are modeled in- 16

dependently of AtomicContexts. Besides, AtomicContexts can be 17

associated with one or many ContextElements through Context2 18

ElementPushAggregation or Context2ElementPullAggregation asso- 19

ciations. Such a pattern leads to many-to-many relationships 20

between atomic contexts and context elements. It means that 21

the CaaSSET meta-model supports context sharing, i.e., designers 22

are allowed to share a common ContextElement between sev- 23

eral AtomicContexts in terms of the pull or push aggregation 24
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approaches. For example, GPS location is a common context ele-1

ment that is shared between two AtomicContexts, i.e., current city2

and motion status.3

AggregatedContexts can also be defined by aggregating two or4

many HighLevelContexts through Context2ContextPushAggregation5

or Context2ContextPullAggregation associations. HighLevelContexts6

can also be associated with other HighLevelContexts through the7

ContextAssociation link. Designers have an option to define zero or8

many DerivationExpressions for AtomicContexts or AggregatedCon-9

texts, which lead respectively to support atomic derived contexts10

and aggregated derived contexts.11

In the CaaSSET meta-model, designers can model one or more12

Entities. Each entity has an entity type, which itself should be13

pre-defined by the designer before modeling an Entity. Entities14

are modeled independently of high-level contexts but must be15

associated with one or more HighLevelContexts. The Tourist entity16

and the Environment entity are two examples of Entities that are17

associated with high-level contexts.18

Each ContextSource is categorized into four source types:19

Sensed, Profiled, Middleware, or WebService. As explained in Sec-20

tion 4.1, it is not mandatory to define the context sources in21

the CaaSSET reference model; hence, the CaaSSET meta-model22

assumes that defining ContextSource is optional, and each Con-23

textElement can be associated with zero or many ContextSources24

through Element2SourcePush_Link or Element2SourcePull_Link as-25

sociations. In the motivation example, the device GPS sensor is26

the context source of the GPS location context element.27

Defining UpdatingConfig for the key concepts (HighLevelCon-28

texts, ContextElements, and ContextSources) is mandatory. Updat-29

ingConfig configures the updating parameters of the key concepts30

and includes IsPeriodic, UpdatePeriod, PushAllowed, and PullAl-31

lowed. The IsPeriodic parameter can be false or true. A false value32

means that a key concept is not updated periodically. The true33

value for IsPeriodic means that the values of a key concept are34

updated periodically. When IsPeriodic is true, the UpdatePeriod35

parameter determines the period of updating. For example, when36

the UpdatePeriod of a key concept (e.g., the motion status context)37

is set to 60, the last value of the motion status context is cached38

for 60 s after the last updating timestamp, and when the value39

is expired, it is renewed by calling the periodic updating routine.40

When IsPeriodic is false, and the UpdatePeriod of a key concept is41

set to 60, the UpdatePeriod determines the caching period of the42

key concepts. It means that the last value is cached for 60 s and43

is expired after 60 s. After the expiration of the current values,44

they are archived in the repository of the context history. When45

the UpdatePeriod of a key concept is −1, the context values are46

static and do not expire, suggesting that the context values are47

valid until they are archived manually. When the UpdatePeriod of48

a key concept is 0, context caching is not allowed. In this case,49

the context values are disposable and should be renewed when a50

new request is received.51

When the PullAllowed parameter of a high-level context, con-52

text element, or context source that plays the provider role53

(e.g., the serverclock source) is false, its pull function is disabled,54

and the consumers cannot read its values. When the PullAllowed55

parameter is true, the pull request is allowed. In addition, when56

the PushAllowed parameter of a high-level context or context57

element that plays the consumer role (e.g., the humidity context58

element) is false, its push function is disabled, and the providers59

(e.g., the weatherwebservice source) cannot update the value of60

the consumers (e.g., the humidity context element). When the61

PushAllowed parameter is true, the push function is allowed. To62

comply with the design principles of separation of concerns,63

we eliminated the PushAllowed parameter from the updating64

configuration of the context sources because ContextSources must65

only play the provider role, not the consumer role.66

Designers can also define one or many MetadataTags for High- 67

LevelContexts, ContextElements, ContextSources and Entities. This 68

option leads to support non-functional requirements such as QoC 69

and CoC. Each MetadataTag is composed of a Name, a Value, and 70

a ComparingOperator, which is chosen from the ComparingOpera- 71

torEnum. This enumeration is composed of four literals as follow: 72

[Equal: ==], [NotEqual: !=], [LessThan: <], and [GreaterThan: >]. 73

CaaSSET meta-model supports defining meta-data tags for 74

high-level contexts, context elements, context sources, and en- 75

tities. This capability enhances the flexibility and extensibility 76

of the proposed framework because if new features are needed 77

later, designers can leverage meta-data tags to define the required 78

features without having to change the original meta-model. 79

Modeling DerivationExpression is not mandatory in CaaSSET. 80

However, if the designer intends to model a derived context, 81

it is better to define one or more DerivationExpressions for a 82

high-level context. Each DerivationExpression is composed of one 83

DerivationRule (equivalent to ‘‘if concept’’ in structured program- 84

ming) and one AtomicDerivationAction (equivalent to ‘‘then con- 85

cept’’ in structured programming). Each DerivationRule can be an 86

AtomicDerivationRule or a CompositeDerivationRule. A CompositeD- 87

erivationRule is the composition of many DerivationRules with the 88

help of a LogicalOperator. This operator is selected from a pre- 89

defined enumeration, called LogicalOperatorEnum, which is itself 90

composed of the two literals of [AND: &&] and [OR: ∥]. 91

Each AtomicDerivationRule is composed of one ComparingOper- 92

ator, one DynamicOperand, and one StaticOperand. ComparingOp- 93

erator is chosen from a pre-defined enumeration, called Compar- 94

ingOperatorEnum, which is itself composed of four literals: [Equal: 95

==], [NotEqual: !=], [LessThan: <], and [GreaterThan: >]. 96

The value of StaticOperand is configured by the designer, and 97

its data type is chosen from Datatypes defined by the designer. 98

DynamicOperand can also be associated with a context element 99

attribute or a context attribute, and its value is computed dynam- 100

ically in run-time from the last value of the chosen attribute. An 101

example of DerivationExpressions is depicted in Section 5. 102

Modeling the context category and the context element cate- 103

gory is not mandatory in CaaSSET. However, the designers have 104

the alternative to define zero or more than one ContextCategory 105

or ContextElementCategory in advance and use them to determine 106

the context category of the HighLevelContexts or ContextEle- 107

ments, respectively. 108

4.3. The CaaSSET graphical modeling tool 109

The CaaSSET meta-model, presented in Section 4.2, defines 110

the abstract syntax for modeling a context service. To use this 111

meta-model in a model-driven framework, one needs to define 112

a concrete syntax for the CaaSSET meta-model. We define this 113

concrete syntax using the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool. Our 114

proposed modeling tool is not merely a drawing tool. It is a 115

graphical modeling editor that understands models, enables the 116

designer to draw a valid context service model graphically, and 117

prevents them from drawing invalid models [19]. 118

The CaaSSET meta-model, introduced earlier in Section 4.2, 119

was developed in the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The 120

EMF contains a dedicated meta-modeling language, called Ecore, 121

which supports the definition of meta-models. On the EMF en- 122

vironment, if the designers aim to model a context-aware appli- 123

cation according to the CaaSSET meta-model, they must model 124

the context-aware application as a hierarchical tree, which is not 125

fully graphical. It means that modeling activities on the EMF are 126

not effortless, and the usability of the modeling task is relatively 127

low. To alleviate this issue, we developed a deployable Eclipse 128

plugin, called the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool. This plugin 129

was developed on the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) 130
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Fig. 6. A snapshot of the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool.

Fig. 7. Two examples of model validation enforced by the CaaSSET modeling tool.

environment. GMF is built on the top of EMF and prepares the1

infrastructure to develop graphical editors [59].2

The modeling palette of the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool3

is depicted in Fig. 6. When designers create a graphical model,4

an XML document is automatically generated as well. This XML5

document is the serialization of the model created by the CaaSSET6

graphical modeling tool.7

As shown in Fig. 6, the CaaSSET modeling tool enables de- 8

signers to define important modeling elements such as Atomic- 9

Context, AggregatedContext, ContextElement, ContextSource, Entity, 10

EntityType, DataType, Enumeration, Context Category, and Context 11

Element Category. Afterward, the designer can complete the mod- 12

eling elements by adding features such as Attribute, Updating 13

configuration, Metadata Tag, and Literal. Afterward, the relation- 14

ships among modeling elements should be defined, including 15
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Fig. 8. Configuring context attributes (left) and the context category (right).

Entity to Context Link, Context to Context Push Aggregation, Con-1

text to Context Element Push Aggregation, and Context Element to2

Context Source Pull Link.3

Designers can also use the properties box of the modeling4

elements to configure them. For example, the entity type of an5

Entity can be specified in the properties box of the modeled Entity.6

The context source type can also be configured in the properties7

box of a defined Context Source. The allowed source types are8

Sensed, Profiled, Middleware, and WebService.9

A valid model adheres to the pre-defined concepts, associa-10

tions, and features of the meta-model (structural conformance)11

and can satisfy its semantic constraints and conditions (semanti-12

cal conformance) [60]. One of the key advantages of the CaaSSET13

graphical modeling tool is its support for model validation. The14

proposed modeling tool enables designers to create valid models15

and prevents them from designing invalid models that do not16

adhere to the CaaSSET meta-model. For example, designers are al-17

lowed to define a pull or push aggregation link between an atomic18

context and a context element, but they are not able to asso-19

ciate an aggregated context to a context source. Furthermore, the20

CaaSSET modeling tool enables designers to define one or more21

attributes for context elements, although only one attribute can22

be defined for atomic contexts or aggregated contexts. Moreover,23

while the modeling tool supports adding at least one attribute24

for high-level contexts and context elements, it prevents from25

defining even one attribute for context sources.26

An example of the error detection capability of the CaaSSET27

modeling tool is depicted in Fig. 7. As shown at the top of Fig. 7, an28

attribute has been added to the Humidity context element, but the29

tool prevents from adding an attribute to the WeatherWebService30

source by showing the ‘‘no entry’’ symbol. In addition to the31

model validation, which is fulfilled during the model drawing, the32

generated model is validated again at the end of the modeling. A33

screenshot of this validation step is illustrated at the bottom of34

Fig. 7.35

After modeling the key concepts (high-level contexts, con-36

text elements, and context sources), designers must configure37

their updating parameters by determining the values of four pa-38

rameters, including PushAllowed, PullAllowed, isPeriodic, and Up-39

datePeriod. Designers are also allowed to define zero or many40

MetadataTags for key concepts. Each MetadataTag includes three41

parameters: Tag, Value, and ComparingOperator.42

As depicted on the left side of Fig. 8, designers should choose43

a DataType or Enumeration for defined Attributes. Designers must44

define DataTypes or Enumerations in advance. As shown on the45

right side of Fig. 8, designers can categorize the high-level con-46

texts or context elements by determining the Category of Context47

or Category of Context Element, respectively.48

To model an atomic derived context or an aggregated derived49

context, the designer can add one or more DerivationExpressions50

to an AtomicContext or an AggregatedContext. Each Derivation-51

Expression comprises a derivation rule (if expression) and an52

action (then expression). A derivation rule can be modeled as an53

Fig. 9. Configuring AtomicDerivationRule in its properties box.

AtomicDerivationRule or a CompositeDerivationRule. As illustrated 54

in Fig. 9, designers can define the dynamic operand (associated 55

attribute), the value of static operand, and the comparing oper- 56

ator of an AtomicDerivationRule by configuring its parameters in 57

the properties box. 58

CompositeDerivationRule can be associated with other deriva- 59

tion rules (atomic or composite rules) through the RuleCompo- 60

sition relation. By configuring the LogicalOperator parameter to 61

‘‘OR’’ or ‘‘AND’’ value, the composing operator is determined. 62

An example of modeling a derivation expression is presented in 63

Section 5. 64

4.4. The CaaSSET code generation tool 65

The CaaSSET graphical modeling tool, described in Section 4.3, 66

enables the designer to draw a context service model, which 67

corresponds to the CaaSSET meta-model. The CaaSSET code gen- 68

eration tool, then, transforms the context service model into the 69

PHP + MySQL scripts (semi-) automatically. 70

The CaaSSet code generation tool is a deployable Eclipse plugin 71

developed on the Eclipse Acceleo environment, which is a prag- 72

matic implementation of the Object Management Group (OMG) 73

MOF Model to Text Language (MTL) standard [61]. Since Acceleo 74

is a template-based code generation environment, we have de- 75

veloped a template-based tool, which receives a context service 76

model and transforms it into a MySQL script file and a PHP script 77

file. 78

The received context service model is an XML file, which is 79

the serialization of the model created by the CaaSSET graphical 80

modeling tool. This model is fully compatible with the CaaS- 81

SET meta-model. The generated MySQL script file configures the 82

database of the context service. The generated PHP file includes, 83

too, the updating functions and the derivation functions of the 84

context web service. 85

An excerpt of the transformation code of the CaaSSET code 86

generation tool is demonstrated in Fig. 10. As illustrated in the 87

figure, the transformation code starts with inserting every in- 88

stance of high-level contexts in the highlevelcontext table (Line 3 89

to Line 12). Subsequently, the updating configuration, the meta- 90

data tags, and the context attribute of each high-level context are 91
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Fig. 10. An excerpt of the transformation code of the CaaSSET code generation tool.

Fig. 11. The TourismCS model designed by the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool.
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inserted in the associated tables, respectively (Line 14 to Line 37).1

Finally, a new table is created for storing the context values and2

context history (Line 39 to Line 44).3

4.5. The CaaSSET context service management tool4

The CaaSSET code generation tool, described in Section 4.4,5

transforms a context service model into the PHP + MySQL scripts6

(semi-) automatically. To convert these scripts to a context web7

service, we require an application service provider that is8

equipped with a context service management tool, which hosts,9

stores, manages, and delivers context services. To achieve this ob-10

jective, we provided a PHP application server equipped with the11

CaaSSET context service management tool and a MySQL database12

that acts as a context repository. The generated MySQL scripts are13

easily uploaded and executed on the MySQL database. Similarly,14

the PHP files are uploaded on the application server. Afterward,15

with the help of the CaaSSET context service management tool,16

the context web service is provided and is ready to use. The17

CaaSSET context service management tool is a lightweight CaaS18

platform that manages one or more context services, handles19

their contextual data and information, and delivers each con-20

text service as an autonomous context web service. Consumers21

(context service consumers or context brokers) can easily access22

the contextual data and information of each context service by23

calling pre-defined REST APIs. Consumers can also easily reuse24

the exposed context services and extend them by calling the web25

service URL and attaching the required parameters.26

The CaaSSET context service management tool is a RESTful27

software tool, which was developed using the Slim framework.28

Slim is a PHP micro-framework that enables developers to quickly29

develop simple yet powerful web applications and APIs [62].30

The general format for calling the CaaSSET APIs is as follows:31

http://<ContextProviderURL>/<WebMethodName>/32

{ContextServiceName}/{Param1}/{Param2}/. . . /{ParamN}33

What follows is a list of URLs required to invoke the main web34

methods provided by CaaSSET APIs. We suppose that the name of35

the generated context service is contextservice1.36

1. Get the specifications, the updating configuration, and the37

attribute of all high-level contexts or a particular high-level38

context:39

GET /getcontext /contextservice140

GET /getcontext /contextservice1/{contextname}41

2. Get the specifications and updating configuration of all42

context elements or a particular context element:43

GET /getelement /contextservice144

GET /getelement /contextservice1/{contextelementname}45

3. Get the attribute list of a particular context element:46

GET /getelementattributes/contextservice1/{contextelement47

name}48

4. Get the specifications of all entities or a particular entity:49

GET /getentity/contextservice150

GET /getentity/contextservice1/{entityname}51

5. Get the specifications and updating configuration of all52

context sources or a particular context source:53

GET /getsource/contextservice154

GET /getsource/contextservice1/{contextsourcename}55

6. Get the meta-data tags of a particular high-level con-56

text/context element/context source/ entity57

GET /getcontexttags/contextservice1/{contextname}58

GET /getelementtags/contextservice1/{contextelementname}59

GET /getsourcetags/contextservice1/{contextsourcename}60

GET /getentitytags/contextservice1/{entityname}61

7. Get the high-level contexts associated with a particular62

entity63

GET /getentityrelatedcontexts/contextservice1/{entityname}64

8. Get the context sources associated with a particular context 65

element 66

GET /getelementrelatedsources/contextservice1/{context 67

elementname} 68

9. Get the internal providers (high-level contexts or context 69

elements) associated with a particular high-level context. 70

The optional parameter of associationtype filters the re- 71

sults based on three association types (PushAggregation, 72

PullAggregation, and Association): 73

GET /getassociatedproviders/contextservice1/{contextname} 74

GET /getassociatedproviders/contextservice1/{contextname} 75

/{associationtype} 76

10. Get the internal consumers associated with a particular 77

high-level context/context element. The optional param- 78

eter of associationtype filters the results based on three 79

association types (PushAggregation, PullAggregation, and As- 80

sociation): 81

GET /getassociatedconsumers/contextservice1/{provider 82

name} 83

GET /getassociatedconsumers/contextservice1/{provider 84

name}/{associationtype} 85

11. Get the external subscribers of a particular provider (a 86

high-level context or a context element). The optional pa- 87

rameter of subscriptionstatus filters the results based on the 88

subscription status (on or off): 89

GET /getexternalsubscribers/contextservice1/{provider 90

name} 91

GET /getexternalsubscribers/contextservice1/{provider 92

name}/{subscriptionstatus} 93

12. Subscribe and unsubscribe from the notification list of a 94

context service (only for human subscribers, i.e., develop- 95

ers): 96

PUT /contextsubscription/contextservice1/{ContextName}/ 97

{subscriberemail}/{subscribername}/on 98

PUT /contextsubscription/contextservice1/{ContextName}/ 99

{subscriberemail}/{subscribername}/off 100

PUT /elementsubscription/contextservice1/{ContextElement 101

Name}/{subscriberemail}/{subscribername}/on 102

PUT /elementsubscription/contextservice1/{ContextElement 103

Name}/{subscriberemail}/{subscribername}/off 104

13. Subscribe and unsubscribe from the notification list of a 105

context service (only for machine subscribers, i.e., con- 106

sumer web services, context-aware applications, or context 107

brokers): 108

PUT /contextsubscription4ws/contextservice1/{Context 109

Name}/{subscriberid}/on 110

PUT /contextsubscription4ws/contextservice1/{Context 111

Name}/{subscriberid}/off 112

PUT /elementsubscription4ws/contextservice1/{Context 113

ElementName}/{subscriberid}/on 114

PUT /elementsubscription4ws/contextservice1/{Context 115

ElementName}/{subscribereid}/off 116

Note1: The required parameters for calling the notification 117

web service of a subscriber are sent as formatted key– 118

values. These parameters include the URL of notification 119

web service, web-method name, web-method parameters, 120

authorization information, and optional parameters. 121

14. Get the current value of a particular high-level context/ 122

context element. 123

GET /getcontextvalue/contextservice1/{ContextName} 124

GET /getelementvalue/contextservice1/{ContextElement 125

Name} 126

Note: When the pull allowed parameter of a high-level 127

context/context element is false, nothing is returned: 128
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15. Get the history (past values) of a particular high-level con-1

text/context element:2

GET /getcontexthistory/contextservice1/{ContextName}/3

{MaxRecords}4

GET /getelementhistory/contextservice1/{ContextElement5

Name}/{MaxRecords}6

16. Post a new value for a high-level context/context element7

(when the parameter of push allowed is true):8

POST /postcontextvalue/contextservice1/{ContextName}9

POST /postelementvalue/contextservice1/{ContextElement10

Name}11

Note1: New instances of context elements are sent as12

formatted key–values.13

Note2: When the ‘‘push allowed’’ parameter is false for a14

high-level context/context element, nothing is recorded.15

Note3: When a context value or a context element value16

is updated, the new recorded value is pushed to the sub-17

scribers.18

Note that different kinds of web services and context-aware19

applications are the direct consumers of the CaaSSET APIs.,20

whereas end-users prefer graphical user interfaces. End-users21

are the indirect consumers of the CaaSSET APIs because the22

context-aware applications, which use the CaaSSET APIs, provide23

graphical user interfaces for end-users.24

Developers are not the consumers of the CaaSSET APIs. How-25

ever, they constitute the primary audience of the CaaSSET APIs.26

Developers leverage the CaaSSET framework to design context27

service models and transform the models into executable con-28

text web services. Afterward, they should test and maintain the29

generated context web services using CaaSSET APIs. Besides, in30

the context service consumer layer, developers write context31

requests or subscription requests to access CaaSSET APIs, reuse32

context services, or extract contextual data and information from33

the provided context services.34

One of the crucial features of the CaaSSET API is its push35

notification service, which notifies the subscribers when a context36

value or a context element value is updated. A push notifi-37

cation can be implemented by sending a notification message38

(e.g., an e-mail message) to the human subscribers (i.e., devel-39

opers) or calling the notification web service of the machine sub-40

scribers, i.e., context service consumers (consumer web services41

or context-aware applications) or context brokers.42

When the context service consumers or context brokers sub-43

scribe to a high-level context or context element, the required pa-44

rameters for calling its notification web service are received and45

stored in the context repository. The required parameters include46

the subscriber id, URL of the subscriber notification web ser-47

vice, web-method name, web-method parameters, authorization48

information, and optional parameters.49

When the CaaSSET push notification service receives a push50

notification request, it retrieves the list of machine subscribers51

and sends a notification message to each of them by calling the52

notification web service of the subscribers. The subscribers them-53

selves provide the graphical user interfaces to notify their end-54

users through e-mail, SMS, or push notification on the end-user’s55

smartphone. Note that the context broker can also receive the56

push notification requests and forward the notification messages57

to appropriate context service consumers or end-users.58

Given that end-users are not the direct consumers of the59

CaaSSET APIs, they do not subscribe directly to a context element60

or high-level context of a context service. However, when the de-61

velopers generate a context service using the CaaSSET framework,62

they require to test and maintain its push notification service.63

Hence, the CaaSSET APIs support a push notification service for64

such developers. Such push notifications can be sent in different65

formats, e.g., e-mail message, SMS, or push notification on an 66

application in the developer’ smartphone. Our APIs enable de- 67

velopers to subscribe to a context element or high-level context 68

using an e-mail address. The push notifications are also sent to 69

developers using e-mail messages. 70

As explained earlier in Section 3.3.2, we have proposed a 71

lightweight CaaS architecture that supports context broker; how- 72

ever, it has the minimum dependence on the context broker. 73

In this architecture, context service consumers who require the 74

dynamic service discovery choose a centralized architecture and 75

are linked indirectly to context service providers through an 76

intermediate context broker. Besides, context service consumers 77

who care about simplicity or prefer a more decentralized archi- 78

tecture can be linked directly to a specific context service of a 79

context service provider through a hardwired link. 80

Hence, when context service consumers prefer to be linked 81

directly to a context service provider, they are hardwired to 82

CaaSSET APIs without using a broker. However, when they prefer 83

the dynamic context service discovery, they need a context broker 84

(or middleware) along with the CaaSSET APIs. 85

Given that both the CaaSSET APIs and the NGSI-LD APIs are 86

provided as REST APIs, it is evident that the appearance of an API 87

call in CaaSSET is similar to those of NGSI-LD and NGSI. However, 88

there exist significant differences between our APIs and the NGSI- 89

LD APIs. The NGSI-LD APIs assume that all key concepts, such 90

as context-aware objects (entities), context elements, and high- 91

level contexts, should be defined only with the entity concept. 92

The NGSI-LD APIs enable developers to access the attributes of 93

each entity along with the relationships between these enti- 94

ties. However, the CaaSSET APIs differentiate between different 95

key concepts, i.e., high-level contexts, context elements, context- 96

aware objects, and context sources. In fact, our APIs understand 97

various key concepts and apply structural limitations to the re- 98

lationships and features of each concept based on the CaaSSET 99

meta-model. 100

Given that the NGSI-LD meta-model does not support high- 101

level contexts and derivation expressions, the APIs of NGSI-LD 102

were equipped with a sophisticated query language, which en- 103

ables the developers to define a query at run-time and extract 104

the values of high-level contexts from context elements. When 105

a context service is modeled in the CaaSSET framework, the 106

derivation expressions of high-level contexts are defined. These 107

derivation expressions and the relationships specified in the con- 108

text service model determine the way to extract the value of a 109

high-level context from its underlying high-level contexts and 110

context elements. Hence, the value of a high-level context is 111

extracted easily at run-time by calling the getcontextvalue web- 112

method. This approach causes the CaaSSET framework does not 113

depend on the definition of the context queries at run-time as 114

much as the NGSI or NGSI-LD approach. However, in the future 115

researches, we plan to provide a context query language that 116

lies between the context service consumers and the CaaSSET 117

APIs. In order to implement such context query languages, spe- 118

cific components must be implemented at the context broker 119

layer [13]. To this end, we can inspire from the context query 120

languages proposed by NGSI-LD [17] and Hassani et al. [13]. We 121

can also work on integrating the CaaSSET APIs with CDQL [13] or 122

other existing context query languages to leverage their power to 123

support sophisticated derivation expressions. The context queries 124

can also be modeled and generated (semi-) automatically using 125

the model-driven approach. 126

5. Case study 127

To evaluate the applicability of the CaaSSET framework, a 128

tourism case study is used, in which, TourismCS is modeled and 129
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transformed into an executable context service. The generated1

TourismCS web service then can be reused by context service2

consumers or context brokers via the invocation of the CaaSSET3

APIs. This case study does not claim completeness, but it can4

reveal the merits of the CaaSSET framework for supporting R15

to R14 requirements, comparing to the existing approaches. The6

requirements of TourismCS were described in Section 2, but the7

details of modeling, development, and usage of TourismCS are8

discussed in this section. The context service model of TourismCS9

has been modeled by using the CaaSSET graphical modeling tool.10

The resulting model is illustrated in Fig. 11.11

As depicted in Fig. 11, the TourismCS model contains two12

context-aware objects (entities), i.e., Tourist and Environment. The13

Tourist entity is associated with CurrentCity, MotionStatus, and14

OutdoorTourTime. In addition, the Environment entity is associated15

with OutdoorWeather, Timesofday, and OutdoorTourTime. The crit-16

ical point is that both entities should be associated with Outdoor-17

TourTime. However, according to the aggregation link between18

entities and high-level contexts, CaaSSET could model both en-19

tities to context relationships [R1 requirement]. The TourismCS20

model revealed that CaaSSET can model atomic derived contexts21

as well as aggregated derived contexts. For example, Outdoor-22

TourTime is an aggregated derived context that is not associated23

directly to any context elements. This high-level context obtains24

its value by applying some reasoning rules to three atomic de-25

rived contexts, i.e., MotionStatus, OutdoorWeather, and TimesofDay26

[R2 and R3 requirements].27

As depicted in Fig. 11, six context elements were modeled,28

i.e., WeatherForecast, WeatherTemperature, Humidity, DateTime,29

GPS_Location, and Device_Configuration [R4 requirement]. These30

context elements are associated with two sensed context sources31

(i.e., DeviceGPS_Sensor and ServerClock), one profiled context32

source (i.e., DeviceProfile), and one web service context source33

(i.e., WeatherWebService) [R5 requirement].34

MotionStatus is an atomic derived context that obtains its35

values by both the push aggregation of one context element,36

i.e., GPS_Location and the pull aggregation of another context37

element, i.e., Device_Configuration [R6 requirement]. GPS Location38

is a common context element, which is shared between two39

atomic derived contexts, i.e., MotionStatus and CurrentCity. This40

example reveals that sharing context elements is fully supported41

[R7 requirement]. Besides, WeatherWebService is a shared con-42

text source that is reused by three different context elements,43

i.e., Humidity, WeatherTemperature, and WeatherType. It means44

that the CaaSSET meta-model supports context source sharing as45

well.46

As depicted in Fig. 11, several data types, enumerations, en-47

tity types, context categories, and context element categories48

have been modeled. Enumerations are also used to limit the49

allowed values of context attributes, context element attributes,50

and meta-data tags. For example, the value of WeatherType at-51

tribute in the WeatherForecast context element is limited to52

the enumeration of WeatherForecastEnum. By configuring the53

min_value and max_value parameters of the HumidityPercent at-54

tribute, its values are limited to lie between 0 and 100. As55

depicted in Fig. 11, while high-level contexts (e.g., MotionStatus)56

contain only one attribute, context elements (e.g., Humidity and57

DateTime) include one or more attributes, and context sources or58

entities do not contain any attributes [R8 requirement].59

As depicted in Fig. 11, the updating configuration of all high-60

level contexts, context elements, and context sources are mod-61

eled independently [R9 requirement]. The accuracy and cost of62

all high-level contexts, context elements, and context sources are63

also defined individually by adding meta-data tags. For exam-64

ple, the accuracy of the Humidity context element is configured65

as ‘‘Greater than 0.99’’, and the accuracy of the WeatherForecast66

context element is configured as ‘‘Equal to medium’’, but the 67

accuracy of OutdoorWeather context is configured as ‘‘Greater than 68

medium’’ [R10 requirement]. 69

As described in Section 2, the values of many high-level 70

contexts (e.g., OutdoorWeather) are derived by applying several 71

derivation rules to the values of underlying contexts or context 72

elements. To prevent the apparent complexity of the TourismCS 73

model, we modeled the derivation rules of the OutdoorWeather 74

derivation expression and skipped out drawing the derivation 75

rules of other derivation expressions [R3 requirement]. The 76

following logical rule determines the value of the OutdoorWeather 77

context: 78

‘‘If the weather degree is greater than 20 and less than 30, 79

and weather humidity is less than 50 percent, and the weather 80

forecast is not stormy, then the weather is appropriate for an 81

outdoor tour’’. 82

This derivation expression is codified using the following 83

pseudo-code (if-then expression) and is described in the 84

TourismCS model, as indicated in Fig. 12. 85

if (( (WeatherTemperature.degree > 20) AND (WeatherTempera- 86

ture.degree < 30 )) 87

AND (WeatherHumidity.HumidityPercent < 60) AND (Weather- 88

Forecast.Weathertype != ‘‘stormy’’)) 89

then OutdoorWeather.isOutdoorWeather = true 90

The left side of Fig. 12 illustrates the ‘‘if condition’’ of the above 91

derivation expression, which is itself composed of four atomic 92

derivation rules and two composite derivation rules. The right 93

side of Fig. 12 also illustrates the configuration of the derivation 94

action, i.e., the ‘‘then part’’ of the derivation expression. 95

After designing the TourismCS model using the CaaSSET mod- 96

eling tool, the CaaSSET code generation tool transforms the 97

TourismCS model into an executable context web service [R14 98

requirement]. Once the generated context service is deployed on 99

the context service provider, the repository of the context service 100

management tool stores the specifications of the key concepts 101

and their associated relationships and features, and supports 102

context caching and context history [R12 requirement]. CaaSSET 103

APIs allow the context service consumers (e.g., tourism web 104

services, and tourism applications) to interact with the context 105

service provider and reuse the generated context service by call- 106

ing its web methods as defined in Section 4.5 [R13 requirement]. 107

When a REST API is called, the response is returned as a standard 108

XML-based JSON object. This design style corresponds with the 109

extensibility requirement [R13 requirement]. 110

Developers can interact with the web methods provided by 111

the CaaSSET framework, using REST clients, e.g., POSTMAN or 112

RestEasy. In order to consider the privacy and security issues, 113

the provided APIs are protected by an authorization code; hence, 114

an authorization key–value should be determined before calling 115

CaaSSET web methods. 116

As depicted in Fig. 11 (Part. 1), the getelement web method re- 117

turns the specifications and updating configuration of the 118

GPS_Location context element. In Fig. 13 (Part. 2), the getele- 119

mentattributes web method returns the specifications of the two 120

attributes of the GPS_Location context element. In Fig. 13 (Part. 121

3), the getcontext web method is used to get the specifications of 122

the CurrentCity context along with its updating configuration and 123

associated attribute. 124

Fig. 14 (Part. 1) depicts the postelementvalue web method 125

that records new values in the GPS_Location context element. 126

Fig. 14 (Part. 2) shows the way new context values are inserted in 127

the CurrentCity context using the postcontextvalue web method. 128

As shown in Fig. 14 (Part. 3), when the external subscribers 129

(i.e., developers) subscribe to the TourismCS web service to in- 130

form the last value of the CurrentCity context, a notification 131

message (e.g., an e-mail message) is pushed to them as soon as 132

the new context value is recorded. 133
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Fig. 12. Representing the derivation expression of the OutdoorWeather context.

Fig. 13. Getting the specifications of a high-level context/context element of TourismCS.

As depicted in Fig. 14 (Part. 4), context service consumers can1

pull the last values of a context element by calling the getelement-2

value web method. Fig. 14 (Part. 5) also shows the way a context3

service consumer can pull the last value of a high-level context4

by calling the getcontextvalue web method. As shown in Figs. 135

and 14, the results of calling the web methods of the TourismCS6

web service are returned as a standard XML-based JSON object, 7

which is fully machine-readable and enables consumers to utilize 8

the contextual data and information or reuse the TourismCS web 9

service easily. 10

In this section, we leveraged CaaSSET to model TourismCS 11

and to transform it into an executable context web service. The 12
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Fig. 14. Storing and retrieving the values of a high-level context/context element.

generated TourismCS is a shared and extensible web service,1

which can be reused by context service consumers (e.g., tourism2

web services or context-aware tourism applications).3

6. Comparison with the related work4

This section reviews the related work and compares the CaaS-5

SET framework with the existing approaches for the model-6

driven development of context services. There exist several stud-7

ies that have not been included in the related work of this8

study. The most important inclusion criterion was the question9

of to what extent it supports the context service requirements10

(introduced in Section 3.5). Moreover, we tried to choose a mix11

of existing studies in which each context service requirement is12

covered by at least one related work.13

Section 6.1 explains to what extent the current approaches14

can support the context service requirements. In Section 6.2, the15

CaaSSET framework is compared with related work using 4416

evaluation criteria that we have extracted from 14 context ser-17

vice requirements. In Section 6.3, some limitations of the current18

approaches for modeling TourismCS are briefly discussed.19

6.1. Related work 20

There exist several studies in the literature that have proposed 21

meta-models to cope with the complexity of modeling and de- 22

veloping context-aware applications or context-aware services. 23

However, to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive re- 24

search study is not available on the model-driven development 25

of complex context services, which deal with a combination of 26

key concepts (i.e., high-level contexts, context elements, context- 27

aware objects, and context sources) along with their associated 28

relationships and features. In what follows, we briefly intro- 29

duce the related work and try to address the pros and cons of 30

each approach to support the context service requirements, which 31

presented in Section 3.5. 32

Sheng and Benatallah [28] presented ContextUML, which is 33

one of the first and well-known efforts to provide a general meta- 34

model for modeling context-aware services. In another work, 35

Sheng et al. [29] empowered the ContextUML meta-model with 36

a modeling tool as well as a transformation tool called Con- 37

texServ. ContextUML supports high-level contexts (atomic con- 38

texts and aggregated contexts), context sources, web services, 39

and context-aware objects (entities). In ContextUML, context- 40

aware objects and high-level contexts are modeled independently 41
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and subsequently bound together using context triggers. Several1

researchers (e.g., Prezerakos et al. [30], Kapitsaki et al. [31], and2

Kapitsaki and Venieris [32]) have proposed other meta-models3

based on ContextUML by making a minor revision on Contex-4

tUML. Since the ContextUML meta-model does not support con-5

text elements, designers have to model a context element as an6

atomic context. In other words, the validation of the differences7

between atomic contexts, context elements, and their associated8

relationships and features are delegated to the designers, which9

can make the modeling process more complicated and error-10

prone. Moreover, the derived contexts and derivation expressions11

are not supported. Moreover, updating configuration, meta-data12

tags, context attributes, and data type of context attributes are13

not considered.14

Baidouri et al. [63] presented a context meta-model for the15

context-aware composition of services that distinguished be-16

tween high-level contexts and context elements. This17

meta-model also supports entities, context attributes, context18

element attributes, and attribute data type. According to the com-19

position relationship between high-level contexts and context20

elements, sharing the context elements is not supported. It is21

not able to fully support the updating configuration and meta-22

data tags. The authors have not considered enumerations, context23

sources, and derived contexts. Their meta-model is not equipped24

with any model-driven tools to ease the development.25

Lethrech et al. [22] proposed a simple meta-model for context-26

aware service-oriented systems. This meta-model distinguishes27

between high-level contexts and context elements, but it does28

not consider context sources and derived contexts. According to29

the composition relationship between high-level contexts and30

context elements, it cannot support context element sharing. Al-31

though the meta-model supports atomic and composite contexts,32

it is not able to model the derived contexts. While it supports33

modeling context element attributes and attribute data type, it34

does not support defining updating configuration, meta-data tags,35

and enumerations. They have not provided any model-driven36

tools to facilitate the development of context-aware services.37

Furno and Zimeo [64] proposed a context ontology model38

for the context-aware composition of semantic web services, in39

which there exists one context that has many context dimensions.40

Each context dimension can have several values and constraints.41

Context dimensions are categorized into the atomic dimension42

and the composite dimension. This ontology model is not a stan-43

dard meta-model. Defining new associations between context44

dimensions is not supported and can also lead to a lack of support45

for aggregated contexts and context element sharing. Further-46

more, it does not support modeling entities, context sources,47

updating configuration, meta-data tags, attributes, data types, and48

enumerations.49

Vale and Hamoudi [65] presented a context-aware service50

architecture based on MDA and ontologies. Their architecture51

proposes a context meta-model, which distinguishes between52

high-level contexts and context elements. This meta-model sup-53

ports context element attributes, data types, and enumerations54

and is equipped with an ontology model. Given the composi-55

tion relationship between high-level contexts and context ele-56

ments, it does not support context element sharing. This meta-57

model does not consider entities and context sources, nor does58

it support modeling new relationships between high-level con-59

texts. This study [65] does not provide any tools to facilitate the60

model-driven development of context-aware services.61

Jaouadi et al. [23] proposed an MDD approach for context-62

aware systems. They presented a context meta-model, which63

considered entities, context element (ContextPrimitive), context64

source (ContextProvider), context properties, and context asso-65

ciations (including static, derived, profiled, sensed, and user-66

defined). It is worth mentioning that since this meta-model is67

able to correctly define atomic and composite rules, it inspires 68

us for designing the derivation expressions in the CaaSSET meta- 69

model. Jaouadi’s meta-model is equipped with a modeling tool 70

and a code generation tool. However, their modeling tool does not 71

contain a user-friendly graphical editor. This meta-model has not 72

distinguished between high-level contexts and context elements. 73

It is not able to define appropriate dependencies between some 74

defined concepts. For example, it assumes that each context 75

element attribute (ContextProperty) is composed of one context 76

source (ContextProvider), while as seen in the motivation exam- 77

ple, each context source may supply the values of several context 78

elements, and each context element contains several attributes. 79

Lastly, this meta-model does not support updating configuration 80

and meta-data tags, which can lead to a lack of support for QoC 81

and CoC. 82

Reichle et al. [6] proposed the MUSIC framework for con- 83

text modeling in pervasive computing environments. MUSIC con- 84

sists of an ontology model and a meta-model. Wagner [3] re- 85

ferred to the MUSIC meta-model for modeling CaaS. The MUSIC 86

meta-model supports entities, context elements, context sources, 87

representations, context values (i.e., context element attributes), 88

scopes (i.e., categories), and meta-data tags. Since MUSIC sup- 89

ports defining meta-data tags on context elements and context 90

values, this meta-model can be considered an extensible meta- 91

model. The MUSIC meta-model is attached to a context ontol- 92

ogy; hence, it delegates modeling all abstract concepts (concept 93

types and hierarchies) and context dependencies to the ontology 94

model. Therefore, the designers who want to use the MUSIC 95

meta-model, independent of its ontology model, are not able to 96

model aggregated contexts, entity types, source types, etc. Given 97

the composition relationship between the composite context el- 98

ement and the context element, the MUSIC meta-model does 99

not support sharing context elements. This meta-model does not 100

distinguish between high-level contexts and context elements. 101

Reichle et al. [6] emphasize on MDD; however, they have not 102

provided any modeling tool or code generation tool to support 103

MDD. 104

Benselim and Seridi-Bouchelaghem [24] proposed a meta- 105

model for the development of context-aware applications. This 106

meta-model is a UML profile, i.e., an extension of the UML class 107

diagram. This UML profile supports modeling high-level con- 108

texts, context elements, and context sources, as well as defining 109

new relationships between high-level contexts. Each context el- 110

ement is associated with the context attributes, context types, 111

context sources, and context constraints. The main shortcom- 112

ing of this meta-model is the composition relationship between 113

high-level contexts and context elements. The composition rela- 114

tionship leads to a lack of support for sharing context elements. 115

This meta-model does not consider entities, data types, enumer- 116

ations, updating configuration, and meta-data tags. While this 117

meta-model is equipped with a graphical modeling tool, it is not 118

able to support model validation. This study has not also provided 119

any tool for transforming models to executable code. 120

Seridi et al. [33] proposed a new meta-model for the devel- 121

opment of context-aware web services using the MDA approach 122

by extending ContextUML [28]. This meta-model distinguishes 123

between entities, high-level contexts, context elements, and con- 124

text sources. Another advantage of this meta-model is its support 125

for sharing a common context element between several high- 126

level contexts. This meta-model supports the definition of new 127

attributes for context elements. While they provided supporting 128

tools for graphical modeling and code generation, their mod- 129

eling tool is not able to prevent designing invalid models. It 130

does not differentiate between push or pull approaches. Since 131

modeling aggregated contexts and derived contexts are not con- 132

sidered, it only supports simple atomic contexts. This meta-model 133
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is not able to model attribute data types, enumerations, updating1

configuration, and meta-data tags.2

Hoyos et al. [25] proposed a DSL for context modeling and con-3

sists of a meta-model, an ontology model, a modeling tool, and4

a code generation tool. Their proposed meta-model, called ML-5

Context, distinguishes between key concepts, including entities,6

high-level contexts (using the SimplexContext concept and the7

ComplexContext concept), context elements (using the Contex-8

tInformation concept), and context sources, however, they have9

not considered derived contexts and context property. In another10

work, Hoyos et al. [26] extended the MLContext meta-model11

and added quality meta-data tags, derived contexts (situations),12

derivation expressions, and context property.13

MLContext [25] and its extended version [26] emphasize the14

separation of concerns and reusability; however, they are unable15

to fully support reusability and context sharing. The reason is that16

they have not provided any solution for sharing generated con-17

texts as a service to be reused by consumers. Although ContextIn-18

formation and context sources are associated with an aggregation19

link, other important concepts of the MLContext meta-model20

are associated using the composition relationship, which limits21

reusability and context sharing. In MLContext [25], each Com-22

plexContext is composed of zero or more SimplexContexts, and23

each SimpleContext is composed of at least one ContextInfor-24

mation. These compositions lead to lack of support for context25

element sharing and sharing an atomic context between various26

aggregated contexts. Furthermore, in MLContext [26], situations27

cannot be aggregated with each other to define an aggregated28

situation, which limits defining more abstract aggregated derived29

contexts. Furthermore, MLContext does not support modeling an30

aggregation link between entities and high-level contexts because31

it is assumed that each entity is composed of only one context.32

Achilleos et al. [27] proposed the Context Modeling Frame-33

work (CMF), which is a meta-model equipped with a graphical34

modeling tool and a code generation tool. The CMF meta-model35

supports modeling entity, situation, atomic context, composite36

context, context property, property data type, and enumeration.37

CMF assumes that entities are composed of zero or more situ-38

ations, and each situation has only one Boolean attribute. De-39

signers can define new relationships between entities. In CMF,40

four kinds of context associations (static, profiled, sensed, and41

derived) are considered between situations and contexts (atomic42

or composites contexts).43

Although CMF is a reasonably comprehensive meta-model, it44

suffers from six limitations as explained below: (1) CMF does45

not explicitly distinguish between atomic contexts and context46

elements. In other words, CMF delegates the validation of the47

differences between atomic contexts and context elements to48

the designers, which makes the modeling process more complex49

and error-prone. (2) CMF can determine the source type of a50

context. However, it does not consider middleware and web51

service as a source type. CMF is also unable to model the context52

sources and their associated updating configuration and meta-53

data tags. (3) Each entity is composed of zero or more situations.54

This design pattern contradicts with the requirement that one55

situation may be associated with more than one entity. (4) CMF56

does not support modeling derivation expressions. (5) CMF as-57

sumes that situations have a Boolean attribute, but the values58

of a situation attribute cannot be limited to an enumeration.59

Besides, situations cannot be aggregated with other situations to60

define an aggregated situation. Therefore, CMF supports Boolean61

atomic situations, but other kinds of derived contexts are not62

supported. (6) CMF is not able to fully support the configuration63

of the updating parameters of situations or contexts since it forces64

the designers to define the updating parameters (such as change65

frequency and expiration time) on the context associations. CMF66

also has limitations on modeling meta-data tags for high-level 67

contexts, context elements, and context sources. 68

We briefly reviewed the meta-model of NGSI [15], NGSI- 69

LD [17], and CDQL [13] in Section 3.2. In this section, we inves- 70

tigated the degree to which these three approaches can support 71

the context service requirements. 72

NGSI [15], which is the main interface of the FIWARE 73

project [43], facilitates context management using a set of sup- 74

porting tools, REST APIs, and a context broker, namely, ORION. 75

NGSI APIs enable programmers to manage the context data about 76

context entities easily. NGSI has a simple meta-model that con- 77

sists of three distinct elements, i.e., entity, attributes, and meta- 78

data. Entities consist of one to many attributes. Attributes also 79

contain one or more meta-data. Each entity has a unique identi- 80

fier and an entity type. Both attributes and meta-data contain a 81

name, a type, and value. 82

The most critical weakness of the NGSI meta-model is that 83

it does not distinguish between key concepts, i.e., context-aware 84

objects (entities), high-level contexts, context elements, and con- 85

text sources. NGSI forces the designer to model all these concepts 86

with just one concept, i.e., entity. NGSI assumes that each entity 87

stores its context element within itself. To achieve a simple 88

API, the NGSI meta-model merges the entity concept and the 89

context element concept. As explained in Section 3.2, the entity 90

concept in the NGSI meta-model is equivalent to the context 91

element concept in our terminology. NGSI can support only one 92

entity (or context element) per context query, thereby limiting 93

its expressivity, flexibility, and query performance. It also adds 94

network overhead, as argued by Hassani et al. [13]. Besides, NGSI 95

does not support modeling aggregated contexts and situations 96

(derived contexts) [13]. In addition to these limitations, the NGSI 97

meta-model does not support defining the relationships among 98

entities. 99

The ETSI NGSI-LD standard [17], which has recently been 100

developed based on NGSI [13], tries to fix some of the NGSI 101

limitations. The NGSI-LD meta-model consists of three distinct 102

elements, i.e., entity, property, and relationships. The NGSI-LD 103

meta-model omits the meta-data element from the NGSI meta- 104

model but supports the meta-data concept by defining a nested 105

property for each property. NGSI-LD has equipped its meta-model 106

with cross-domain ontology models as well as domain-specific 107

ontology models. Although NGSI-LD has enhanced NGSI by sup- 108

porting for the definition of new relationships among entities, 109

the main limitations of NGSI continue to exist in NGSI-LD. The 110

main reason is that the NGSI-LD meta-model, similar to NGSI, 111

considers only one key concept, i.e., entity, which is equivalent 112

to the context element concept in our terminology. It means 113

that NGSI-LD does not distinguish between context-aware objects 114

(entities), context elements, and high-level contexts and situa- 115

tions. Similarly, this meta-model cannot differentiate between an 116

attribute and a meta-data tag. Besides, while the APIs of NGSI-LD 117

support context sources, the formal meta-model of NGSI-LD does 118

not consider the context source concept [17]. 119

Hassani et al. [13] proposed an approach, called CDQL, for 120

describing situations and querying contextual information. CDQL 121

is one of the primary building blocks of the CoaaS platform [16]. 122

CDQL consists of two parts: Context Definition Language (CDL) 123

and Context Query Language (CQL). CQL is a query language 124

for flexible and straightforward access to the available context 125

data without dealing with the details of underlying data struc- 126

tures. CQL allows developers to use several built-in contextual 127

functions in a context query. However, developers who need 128

custom contextual functions can use CDL to create and remove 129

aggregation functions and situations functions dynamically [13]. 130

These contextual functions are somewhat similar to the deriva- 131

tion expressions in our terminology. 132
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Situation functions in CDQL are based on the Context Spaces1

Theory (CST) model [66]. CST introduces the situation space,2

which defines a collection of acceptable ranges for each attribute3

in a situation. Each acceptable range has a lower and upper4

bound. To consider the uncertainty of a situation, CST calculates5

the confidence level of a situation using two auxiliary variables,6

i.e., attribute weight and contribution. The importance of each7

attribute in a situation is indicated by the attribute weight, with8

the total sum of 1 per situation. Given that various acceptable9

ranges of an attribute do not have the same degree of confidence,10

the contribution value determines the confidence level of each11

acceptable range. The value of the attribute weight and contribu-12

tion lies between 0 and 1. The confidence level of each attribute13

in a situation is calculated by multiplying the contribution value14

by the attribute weight. The total confidence of a situation is also15

calculated by summing up the confidence level of all attributes.16

The situation space, which is supported by CSDL, is enough to17

define the derivation expressions required to extract the value of18

a situation such as GoodforWalking, which is somewhat similar19

to the OutdoorTourTime situation in our case study. CDQL also20

supports defining aggregated situation functions by combining21

several already inferred situations. To this end, CDQL extended22

CST and introduced temporal relationships and windowing func-23

tionality.24

While NGSI [15] supports only one entity per context query,25

CDQL [13] supports context queries that deal with more than26

one entity [13]. Besides, while NGSI [15] and NGSI-LD [17] do27

not support defining sophisticated derivation expressions, CDQL28

supports defining them. CDQL supports querying one or more29

context services, in terms of pull or push approach, to extract30

the value of high-level contexts and situations using contextual31

functions. Hence, CDQL is being considered by the ETSI CIM32

group as complementary to NGSI-LD [17], especially in addressing33

high-level context and situation awareness [13].34

Despite all the benefits of CDQL, it does not deal with the35

details of underlying data structures. Hence, CDQL requires a36

complementary modeling approach to describe the data struc-37

tures of underlying context services. Given the compatibility of38

CDQL with NGSI and NGSI-LD [13], the data structure of its under-39

lying context services can be modeled using the meta-model of40

NGSI or NGSI-LD. In addition, Hassani et al. [13] presented a JSON-41

LD-based language for describing underlying context services,42

called CSDL. Although CSDL is not a standard UML meta-model43

for modeling context services, its information model is similar to44

NGSI. CSDL, like NGSI, assumes that each context service contains45

just one entity comprising several contextual characteristics and46

context attributes. CSDL, similar to NGSI, does not support the47

definition of new relationships between entities [16]. The advan-48

tage of CSDL over the NGSI meta-model is that CSDL, similar to49

NGSI-LD, can be linked to an ontology model. As mentioned in50

Section 3.2, the entity concept in CSDL is equivalent to the context51

element concept in our terminology.52

When it is essential to model the structural relationships53

between key concepts (i.e., context elements, high-level contexts,54

context-aware objects, and context sources), the NGSI-LD meta-55

model is more powerful than NGSI and CSDL. However, none of56

the three approaches can model the key relationships specified57

in the context service requirements. While the NGSI meta-model58

and CSDL cannot support the definition of new relationships59

between entities, the NGSI-LD meta-model supports the defi-60

nition of new relationships among entities. However, it cannot61

apply the semantic constraints and required limitations to these62

relationships. Hence, the NGSI-LD meta-model allows designers63

to model invalid relationships, e.g., defining a direct relationship64

between a high-level context and a context source, which is an65

invalid relationship in the CaaSSET meta-model. Besides, these66

three approaches do not prevent designers from adding invalid67

features to the defined concepts.68

6.2. Comparison of CaaSSET with related work 69

In this section, the proposed CaaSSET framework is compared 70

with related work based on 44 evaluation criteria that were 71

extracted from R1 to R14 requirements. This comparison reveals 72

the advantages and disadvantages of the CaaSSET framework for 73

supporting the model-driven development of complex context 74

services, as compared with the related work. 75

Table 1 shows the results of comparing the CaaSSET frame- 76

work with 11 related studies. As indicated in the third column of 77

the table, we have defined 44 evaluation criteria (S1 to S44) to 78

evaluate 14 context service requirements (indicated in the second 79

column of the table). There is a one-to-one correspondence be- 80

tween R1 to R14 requirements introduced in Section 3.5 and 14 81

context service requirements in Table 1. The context service require- 82

ments are themselves classified into five categories (indicated in 83

the first column of the table). 84

As indicated in the last column of Table 1, the CaaSSET frame- 85

work supports all context service requirements, except the ontol- 86

ogy model. In overall, 42 out of 44 criteria are fully supported, 87

one criterion (sophisticated derivation expressions) is partially 88

supported, and one criterion (ontology model) is not supported. 89

In this research, MDD and CaaS are applied to cope with the 90

complexity of modeling and development of context services. 91

However, as explained in Section 3.4.10, considering the ontology 92

model may increase the complexity of context service model- 93

ing [4] and can lead to the performance and scalability issues in 94

the context-aware applications [3,10]. Given that supporting the 95

ontology model and its associated components could affect the 96

ease of development negatively, which is the cornerstone of our 97

proposed framework, CaaSSET does not support R11 (ontology 98

model). 99

It should be noted that the ontology model is not a part of 100

a standard meta-model. It is a model that is defined indepen- 101

dent of the meta-model and afterward, can be linked to the 102

meta-model [3,6]. Hence, the ontology model and its associ- 103

ated components can be supported later without changing the 104

CaaSSET meta-model, which is the core part of our contribution. 105

Future studies can work on how to integrate the ontology model 106

and automatic context reasoning component into a model-driven 107

framework in the CaaS domain without compromising critical 108

requirements such as ease of development and performance. If 109

one achieves a good result, he/she can adopt the original CaaSSET 110

meta-model and propose an extended version of the CaaSSET 111

framework that supports both the ontology model and automatic 112

context reasoning. 113

Modeling sophisticated derivation expressions (S12) is par- 114

tially supported by the CaaSSET framework. Our graphical model- 115

ing tool enables designers to model fairly complex derivation ex- 116

pressions. However, graphical drawing tools have constraints that 117

reduce the flexibility of designers when describing sophisticated 118

derivation expressions. 119

However, since the CaaSSET framework generates an extensi- 120

ble context service, consumer applications or web services can 121

implement customized derivation functions, which access the 122

CaaSSET APIs, get the values of context elements or high-level 123

contexts, apply their derivation functions, calculate the value of 124

a specific derived context, and store this value in the context 125

repository using the CaaSSET APIs. 126

Besides, given that CDQL [13] fully supports defining contex- 127

tual functions (sophisticated derivation expressions), as well as 128

extracting the value of high-level contexts and situations from 129

underlying context services without dealing with the details of 130

underlying data structures, future studies can work on integrating 131

the CaaSSET APIs with CDQL or other existing context query 132

languages, or developing a new context query language for the 133

CaaSSET APIs. This approach enables us to leverage the power 134

of context query languages to support sophisticated derivation 135

expressions completely. 136
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Comparison of the CaaSSET framework with the related work.
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13
]

Ca
aS

SE
T

C1: Modeling
key concepts
and
relationships

R1: Context
entity
(context-aware
object)

S1: Entity
(Context-aware
object)

  # #   #     

S2: Entity types # # # # # #       
S3: Aggregation link
between entities
and high-level
contexts

 # # # # # #  # # # #  

R2: High-level
context

S4: Atomic context          #  
S5: Aggregated
context

 # # # # # #  #  

S6: Generalized
Context (or context
category)

# # # #  #   # #  

S7: Context to
context push/pull
aggregation

# # # # # # # # # # # # #  

S8: Context to
context association

# # # # #  #  # # #  

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
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R3: Derived
high-level
contexts
(situations)

S9: Atomic derived
context

# # # # # # # #   #  

S10: Aggregated
derived context

# # # # # # # # # #  

S11: Modeling
simple expressions

# # # #  # # #  #   

S12: Modeling
sophisticated
derivation
expressions

# # # # # # # #  # # #  

R4: Context
element (raw
context data)

S13: Context
element

             

S14: Generalized
context element (or
context element
category)

# # # #     #     

R5: Context
source

S15: Context source  # # # #     # # #  
S16: Source types
(sensed, profiled,
middleware, web
service)

# # # # # #  

S17: Aggregation
link between
context elements
and context sources

 # # # # # #    # # #  

S18: Push/pull link
between context
elements and
context sources

# # # # # # # # # # # # #  

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
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Context service
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C2: Modeling
context to
context
element
relationships

R6: Push/pull
aggregation
between
contexts and
elements

S19: Push/pull
aggregation
between atomic
contexts and
context elements

# # # # # # # # # # # #  

R7: Sharing
context elements

S20: Sharing a
common context
element between
more than one
high-level context

# # # #  # #  #  # #  

C3: Modeling
key context
features

R8: Context
attribute
and
Context
element
attributes

S21: Just one
attribute for
high-level contexts

# # # # # # # # # #  # # #  

S22: At least one
attribute for context
elements

#              

S23: Attribute data
type

#   #   # # #      

S24: Attribute
enumeration

# # # #  # # # #      

S25: Allowed range
(min/max value for
each attribute)

# # # # # # # # #     

R9: Considering
updating
parameters
(Upd_Params)

S26: Upd_Params
for high-level
contexts

# # # # # #  # #    

S27: Upd_Params
for context elements

# # # # # #  # # #     

S28: Upd_Params
for context sources

# # # # # # # # #  # #  

S29: Update period
parameter

# # # # #  # #      

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
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S30: Periodic
updating allowed or
not

# # # # # # # #      

S31: Push allowed
by providers or not

# # # # # # # # # # # # # #  

S32: Pull allowed by
consumers or not

# # # # # # # # # # # # # #  

R10: Secondary
meta-data tags

S33: Metadata tags
for high-level
contexts

# # # # #  # #  #   

S34: Metadata tags
for context elements

# # # #  # # # #   

S35: Metadata tags
for context sources

# # # # # # # # #  # # # #  

C4: Supporting
the CaaS
platform tools

R11: Ontology S36: A linked
ontology model

# # #   #  # #  #   #

R12: Context
repository

S37: Context
caching

# # # # #  # #       

S38: Context history # # # # #  # # #  #     

R13:
Extensibility of
context
services

S39: Context service
management tool

# # # # # # # #     

S40: Sharing
context services via
a web-based API to
be reused by
consumers

# # # # # # # # # # #     

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
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Context service
requirements
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6.3. Limitations of existing approaches for modeling TourismCS1

As implied by Table 1 and the tourism case study (presented2

in Section 5), CaaSSET could ease the development of TourismCS.3

However, as discussed in the following, the current approaches4

cannot properly model TourismCS because their meta-models5

have limitations that impede support from the context service6

requirements.7

As illustrated in Table 1, a number of existing meta-models,8

such as ContextUML [28], Jaouadi et al. [23], and MUSIC [6]9

cannot explicitly distinguish between high-level contexts and10

context elements. Therefore, if TourismCS is modeled using these11

meta-models, the validation of the differences between high-level12

contexts and context elements is delegated to designers, which13

makes the modeling process more complex and error-prone. For14

example, in ContextUML [28], the designer would be allowed to15

associate a high-level context (e.g., an aggregated context) to a16

context source, which is an invalid association. Likewise, Con-17

textUML [28], Jaouadi et al. [23], and MUSIC [6] do not prevent18

the designer from adding more than one attribute to a high-19

level context. This point causes ambiguity when transforming20

these attributes into database tables that store context values21

or context element values. Furthermore, ContextUML [28] and22

MUSIC [6] allow the designer to define an association between a23

context element and an entity, which is a wrong association. The24

meta-model proposed by Jaouadi et al. [23] assumes that each25

context element attribute (ContextProperty) is composed of one26

context source (ContextProvider). This assumption means that we27

must define 12 context sources to model TourismCS, and this is28

not a reasonable decision.29

Meta-models proposed by Vale and Hammoudi [65], Baidouri30

et al. [63], Benselim and Seridi-Bouchelaghem [24], Lethrech31

et al. [22], and the MLContext [25,26], which consider both32

high-level contexts and context elements, cannot properly model33

TourismCS. These meta-models assume that each high-level con-34

text is composed of several context elements. This assumption35

leads to a lack of support for context element sharing. Hence,36

these meta-models cannot support sharing a common context37

element (e.g., GPS_Location) between several high-level contexts,38

e.g., MotionStatus and CurrentCity.39

The meta-model proposed by Seridi et al. [33] can fully sup-40

port both high-level contexts (such as MotionStatus) and context41

elements (such as GPS_Location). It can also support sharing a42

common context element (such as GPS_Location) between sev-43

eral high-level contexts (such as MotionStatus and CurrentCity).44

However, as outlined in Section 6.2, this meta-model does not45

support derived contexts and aggregated contexts; hence, it is46

unable to model the derived contexts, e.g.,MotionStatus, CurrentC-47

ity, OutdoorWeather, Timesofday, and OutdoorTourTime. It cannot48

model any data type or enumeration (e.g., TimesofdayEnum) for49

context attributes either. In addition, updating configuration and50

meta-data tags are not supported at all.51

The CMF meta-model [27] supports situations (derived con-52

texts), atomic contexts, and aggregated contexts. It can also some-53

what support context element sharing; however, as outlined in54

Section 6.2, CMF is faced with six limitations when modeling55

TourismCS as per the following: (1) Since CMF did not distinguish56

between atomic contexts and context elements, it cannot force57

the designer to define just one attribute for MotionStatus and one58

or more attributes for GPS_Location. (2) CMF is unable to model59

any of the context sources, their associated updating configura-60

tion, and meta-data tags. Although it can determine the source61

type of GPS_Location, GPS_Configuration, and DateTime context62

elements, it is not able to specify the source type of three context63

elements, i.e., Humidity, WeatherTemperature, and WeatherFore-64

cast because CMF has not considered the web service as a source65

type. (3) The CaaSSET modeling tool can associate two Tourist and 66

Environment entities to the OutdoorTourTime context. However, 67

CMF can only model one of the two associations because it as- 68

sumes that each entity is composed of one or more situations. (4) 69

CMF cannot model the derivation expression of OutdoorWeather. 70

(5) Since CMF can only model atomic Boolean situations, it cannot 71

support CurrentCity and Timesofday, whose attribute values are 72

limited to an enumeration. Modeling an aggregated situation such 73

as OutdoorTourTime is not supported either. (6) The updating 74

parameters of Timesofday context are different from the DateTime 75

context element. While the CaaSSET framework can adequately 76

model the updating parameters of Timesofday and DateTime, CMF 77

is unable to model individual updating parameters for each one 78

because it forces the designers to define the updating parameters 79

on the association between them. 80

The NGSI [15] and CSDL [13] information models assume that 81

each context service consists of just one entity, which is equiv- 82

alent to the context element concept in our terminology. They 83

have not explicitly distinguished between principal concepts such 84

as context-aware objects, high-level contexts, context elements, 85

and context sources. Hence, each of the context elements such 86

as GPS_Location, Device_Configuration, and DateTime should be 87

modeled as a context service that contains a context element. All 88

weather-related context elements (i.e., Humidity, WeatherTemper- 89

tature, and WeatherForecast) can also be modeled as an individual 90

context service that contains a context element with multiple 91

attributes. Hence, we require four context services to support the 92

context elements of the TourismCS model. Similarly, each one of 93

the context sources should be modeled as an individual context 94

service that contains a context element. Besides, two separate 95

context services should be considered for modeling two context- 96

aware objects, i.e., the Tourist entity and the Environment entity. 97

The high-level contexts should also be modeled as the attributes 98

of the Tourist entity or the Environment entity. For example, high- 99

level contexts such as CurrentCity and MotionStatus should be 100

modeled as the attributes of the Tourist entity. Similarly, Time- 101

sofday and OutdoorWeather should be modeled as the attributes 102

of the Environment entity. The critical point is that merging a 103

context-aware object (such as Tourist entity) and its associated 104

high-level contexts (e.g., Timesofday and OutdoorWeather) is not 105

consistent with the context service requirements and contradicts 106

the design principle of the separation of concerns. 107

The explanation above reveals that if we model TourismCS 108

using NGSI [15] or CSDL [13], the modeling artifact will not be an 109

integrated context service model such as the TourismCS model. 110

Instead, we will have a set of autonomous context service mod- 111

els whose structural relationships have not been well-defined 112

either. 113

The NGSI-LD [1] meta-model, unlike NGSI [15] and CSDL [13], 114

can utilize its three modeling elements (i.e., entity, property, 115

and relationship) to model TourismCS as an integrated context 116

service model. However, such an integrated model does not dif- 117

ferentiate between a context element, a context-aware object, 118

and different kinds of high-level contexts (i.e., atomic context, 119

aggregated context, atomic derived context, and aggregated de- 120

rived context). Hence, such a model does not distinguish between 121

the attributes, relationships, and limitations of a context element 122

(e.g., GPS_Location), an aggregated derived context (e.g., Outdoor- 123

TourTime), and a context-aware object (e.g., Tourist). Moreover, 124

it does not differentiate between an attribute and a meta-data 125

tag. This point causes ambiguity when transforming the attributes 126

into database tables that store context values or context element 127

values. 128
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As explained in Section 6.1, these three approaches cannot be1

used to describe the key relationships and features mentioned2

in the context service requirements because the context service3

models, described through these approaches, does not explicitly4

differentiate between the key concepts. The NGSI meta-model5

and CSDL cannot define any of the relationships required in6

the TourismCS model, e.g., defining a push aggregation rela-7

tionship between a context element (e.g., GPS_Location) and an8

atomic context (e.g., TouristMotion). NGSI-LD meta-model allows9

designers to model invalid relationships such as defining a direct10

connection between a high-level context (e.g., OutdoorTourTime)11

and a context source (e.g., DeviceGPS_Sensor). Moreover, these12

approaches cannot prevent designers from adding more than one13

attribute to a high-level context such as Timesofday.14

NGSI [15] and NGSI-LD [1] cannot define the derivation ex-15

pressions for OutdoorTourTime and OutdoorWeather. However,16

CQDL [13] can fully support modeling the derivation expressions17

(for a situation such as OutdoorWeather) by using contextual18

functions (i.e., situation functions and aggregation functions).19

As explained in Section 6.2, our framework partially supports20

modeling sophisticated derivation expressions; however, CDQL21

fully supports sophisticated derivation expressions; hence, future22

studies can work on integrating CaaSSET APIs and CDQL [13] or23

other existing context query languages to leverage the power24

of such context query languages to fully support sophisticated25

derivation expressions.26

The discussion above reveals that while the CaaSSET frame-27

work could fully support modeling, generating, and sharing the28

TourismCS web service using web-based REST APIs, the current29

approaches are not able to fully model TourismCS. This shows30

the superiority of the CaaSSET framework in the model-driven31

development of complex context services, as compared with the32

related work.33

7. Conclusion34

The main contribution of this research is the development of a35

framework for the model-driven development of complex context36

services in the CaaS domain, called CaaSSET, which consists of five37

parts: (1) The CaaSSET reference model, (2) The CaaSSET meta-38

model, (3) The CaaSSET graphical modeling tool that supports39

model validation as well, (4) The CaaSSET code generation tool,40

and (5) The CaaSSET context service management tool.41

The proposed framework could ease the development of con-42

text services since it enables developers to design valid context43

service models graphically. Developers can also quickly transform44

these models into executable context services. Generated context45

services are easily hosted on the context service provider and46

are shared as a context web service. Afterward, different kinds47

of context service consumers can immediately access and reuse48

the generated context services through a simple URL invocation.49

We have evaluated the applicability of the CaaSSET framework50

by modeling and developing the TourismCS web service as a case51

study. We have also compared the framework with the related52

work based on 44 evaluation criteria, which we have extracted53

from 14 context service requirements.54

The CaaSSET framework relies on well-established software55

design principles, i.e., separation of concerns, reusability, and56

extensibility. The CaaSSET framework distinguishes between four57

layers constituting the architecture of a CaaS platform, including58

context service providers, context service consumers, context59

broker, and context sources. The proposed framework supports60

context service sharing and reuse. The CaaSSET meta-model also61

distinguishes between the key concepts of a context service,62

including the context-aware objects (entities), the high-level con-63

texts (i.e., atomic contexts, aggregated contexts, atomic derived64

contexts, and aggregated derived contexts), context elements, 65

and, context sources, and it simultaneously supports context el- 66

ement sharing and reuse, as well as high-level context sharing 67

and reuse. Given that the CaaSSET meta-model supports defining 68

meta-data tags for key concepts (high-level contexts, context el- 69

ements, context sources, and entities), our proposed meta-model 70

is flexible and extensible. 71

We designed the CaaSSET meta-model for developing sophis- 72

ticated context service models. However, it enables developers 73

to design simpler models by ignoring some concepts such as 74

context sources, constraints, context categories, context element 75

categories, or derivation expressions. The idea of push or pull 76

communications is not new. Nevertheless, the CaaSSET frame- 77

work is the first work in the area of context-aware applica- 78

tions that distinguished between push and pull approaches in 79

a formal meta-model. The CaaSSET framework introduced and 80

developed two new kinds of context associations for the first 81

time: (1) Pull/push aggregation between an aggregated context 82

and other high-level contexts (2) pull/push aggregation between 83

a high-level context and context elements. 84

This study focused on the modeling and development of con- 85

text services, which are mainly related to the context service 86

provider layer. In future research, we will focus on three remain- 87

ing layers, i.e., the broker, the context service consumer, and the 88

context sources. We plan to leverage the model-driven approach 89

to ease the development of different kinds of context sources as 90

a service. In addition, to ease the development of context-aware 91

applications at the consumer side, our future research will focus 92

on the context service consumer layer along with the context 93

broker layer. We plan to provide a new context query language 94

that lies between CaaSSET APIs and context service consumers. 95

We can also work on integrating CaaSSET APIs and CDQL [13] or 96

other existing context query languages to leverage their power 97

for supporting sophisticated derivation expressions. The context 98

queries can be modeled and generated (semi-) automatically 99

using the MDD approach. 100
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